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Abstra t

Alternating-time temporal logi

(atl) is a logi

for reasoning

about open omputational systems and multi-agent systems. It is well known
that atl model

he king is linear in the size of the model. We point out,

however, that the size of an atl model is usually exponential in the number

of agents. When the size of models is dened in terms of states and agents
P
rather than transitions, it turns out that the problem is (1) ∆3 - omplete
P
for on urrent game stru tures, and (2) ∆2 - omplete for alternating transition systems. Moreover, for Positive atl that allows for negation only on
P
the level of propositions, model he king is (1) Σ2 - omplete for on urrent
game stru tures, and (2)

NP-

We show a nondeterministi

omplete for alternating transition systems.

polynomial redu tion from

alternating transition systems to

he king arbitrary

he king turn-based transition systems,

We also dis uss the determinism assumption in alternating transition systems, and show that it

an be easily removed.

In the se ond part of the paper, we study the model

he king

omplexity

for formulae of atl with imperfe t information (atlir ). We show that the
P
problem is ∆2 - omplete in the number of transitions and the length of the
formula (thereby
we take a

losing a gap in previous work of S hobbens [37℄). Then,

loser look and use the same ne stru ture

omplexity measure as

we did for atl with perfe t information. We get the surprising result that
P
P
he king formulae of atlir is also ∆3 - omplete in the general ase, and Σ2 omplete for Positive atlir . Thus, model he king agents' abilities for both
perfe t and imperfe t information systems belongs to the same

omplexity

lass when a ner-grained analysis is used.

Keywords: multi-agent systems, model

he king,

omputational omplexity.
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1 Introdu tion
Alternating-time temporal logi

[35℄ is one of the most interesting frame-

works that emerged re ently for reasoning about

omputational systems.

One of the most appre iated features of atl is its model

he king

om-

plexity: linear in the size of the model (more pre isely, in the number of

transitions in the model) and the size of the formula. Thus, the
is the same as for

omputation tree logi

more expressive than
antees less than one

omplexity

tl (despite atl being stri tly

tl). While the result is ertainly attra tive, it guarould expe t. We point out that, unlike in

tl, the

number of transitions outgoing from a single global state in an atl model is
usually exponential in the number of agents. While it is well-known that the
number of states in a model

an be exponential in the size of a higher-level

des ription of the system, it also turns out that the size of an expli it atl
model is usually exponential in the number of agents, even when no higher

level des ription is

onsidered.

Following this observation, we study the pre ise atl model

he king

omplexity for expli it models when the size of models is dened in terms

of states rather than transitions, and the number of agents is

onsidered a

parameter of the problem. In fa t, we show that the model he king problem
is intra table in su h a setting of input parameters. Firstly, it turns out
P
that the problem is Σ2 - omplete for the language of Positive atl (where
negation is allowed only on the level of propositions) and the semanti s based
on

on urrent game stru tures ( gs). Se ondly, model

atl is only

NP-

he king Positive

omplete when an earlier semanti s, based on alternating

transition systems (ats), is used. Using our ideas, Laroussinie et al. [29℄ have
P
proved that model he king formulae of the full atl is ∆3 - omplete for gs,
P
1
and ∆2 - omplete for ats; we ite their results, too.
Additionally, we point out that atl model

he king over the broader
∆P
2 - omplete
for the full language, and NP- omplete for the positive sublanguage
lass of nondeterministi

alternating transition systems is still

whi h suggests that using the more general

lass of ats may be a good

hoi e in pra ti e.
The results mentioned above apply to general, arbitrary models (be it

gs or ats). On the other hand, model

he king atl for turn-based mod-

els (i.e., those in whi h only one agent/pro ess at a time is exe uting an
a tion)

an still be done in deterministi

polynomial time. We show how,
M , a turn-based system M ′

for an arbitrary alternating transition system

1

NP
is the lass of problems that an be solved
A note of explanation. ∆P
2 = P
by a deterministi Turing ma hine in polynomial time with adaptive alls to an
NP
NP ora le. ΣP
is the lass of problems that an be solved by a non2 = NP
deterministi Turing ma hine in polynomial time with alls to an NP ora le.
ΣP
2 is the lass of problems that an be solved by a deterministi
∆P
Turing
3 = P
ma hine in polynomial time with adaptive alls to a ΣP
2 ora le [35, 7℄.
Contrary to what the index suggests, ∆P
i+1 belongs still to the i-th level of the
polynomial hierar hy.
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onstru ted, so that a ombination of hoi es in M orresponds to
′
ombination of strategies in a fragment of M . We then propose a trans+
lation of atl formulae into atl
formulae, su h that the original formula
′
holds in M, q i the translated formula holds in M , q . Finally, we point out
P
that the latter an be model- he ked in time ∆2 (respe tively NP for Positive atl), and thus provide another (slightly more general) proof that the
P
P
original problem is in ∆3 (resp. Σ2 for Positive atl). The translation of
models is independent from the translation of formulae in our onstru tion,
an be

a

whi h allows for pre- ompiling models when one wants to

he k various

properties of a parti ular multi-agent system.
The last part of the paper is

on erned with atl with imperfe t infor-

mation (atlir ), introdu ed by S hobbens in [37℄. Sin e no satisfying semanti s based on alternating transition systems for strategi

abilities un-

der imperfe t information has been proposed so far, we present our results
for an epistemi

extension of

on urrent game stru tures only. First, we

lose a gap in S hobbens's results, and show that model he king atlir
P
formulae is ∆2 - omplete with respe t to the number of transitions in the
model and the length of the formula (thus onrming the initial intuition

NP-

omplete for
∆P
3omplete when the size of models is dened in terms of states and agents
P
rather than transitions (and Σ2 - omplete for Positive atlir  in the same

of S hobbens [37℄). We also show that the problem is
Positive atlir . Next, we demonstrate that model

he king atlir is

setting). We point out that the result is somewhat surprising:

he king abil-

ities of agents a ting under imperfe t information falls into the same
plexity

lass as

om-

he king abilities of agents in perfe t information s enarios

when a ner-grained analysis is used.
This arti le is organised as follows. In Se tion 2 we introdu e atl and
its semanti s. Several variants of this logi

are

onsidered and the notions of

perfe t and imperfe t information in these systems are pre isely dened. Se tion 3 presents known and new results on the

omplexity of model

he king

atl with on urrent game stru tures. In Se tion 4 we onsider model he king atl with alternating transition systems. We also show that the usual

singleton requirement in ats

an be relaxed without ae ting the

omplex-

ity. In Se tion 5 we relate general ats and turn-based systems. Se tion 6
ontains our main results with respe t to agents with imperfe t information. They suggest, rather surprisingly, that there is no major dieren e
in the model

he king

information. We

omplexity between games of perfe t and imperfe t

on lude with Se tion 7.

1.1 History of the Results
This arti le is based on preliminary results presented in a series of
en e papers [2022℄. In [20℄ we

onsidered model

onfer-

he king of atl, observing

( orre tly) that the per eived size of atl models is very sensitive to the
measure one applies (mu h more so than

tl models). We

on luded that
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the model

ΣP
2 - omplete for gs, and NP- omplete
laims were in orre t, as Laroussinie, Markey

he king problem was

for ats. Unfortunately, these

and Oreiby pointed out in [29℄. The error was related to the way we handled
negation in our model

he king algorithms. Laroussinie and

olleagues used

our ideas to obtain the orre t results, namely to prove that atl model
P
P
he king is ∆3 - omplete for on urrent game stru tures, and ∆2 - omplete
for alternating transition systems [29℄. Still, they observed that our algorithms were

orre t for Positive atl  i.e., atl without negated

oopera-

tion modalities. We summarize all the relevant results in Se tion 3 of this
paper, to get the

omplete pi ture.

Another paper [21℄, where we reported

omplexity results on model

he king atlir , suered from the error mentioned above. Again, our
were

orre t for Positive atlir , but in orre t for model

laims

he king of the full

logi . In Se tion 6.2, we present an entirely new result, proving that model
P
he king of full atlir is ∆2 -hard (and hen e, by S hobbens's result [37℄,
P
also ∆2 - omplete) with respe t to the number of transitions in the model.
Then we use the results, obtained by Laroussinie et al. for atl [29℄, to establish the pre ise model

he king

omplexity of atlir with respe t to the

number of states and agents.

2 ATL: A Logi of Strategi Ability
The logi

of atl [35℄ was originally invented to

apture properties of open

omputer systems (su h as omputer networks), where dierent omponents
an a t autonomously, and

omputations in su h systems result from their

ombined a tions. Alternatively, atl

an be seen as a logi

for systems in-

volving multiple agents, that allows one to reason about what agents
a hieve in game-like s enarios. Atl

sation of the well-known bran hing time logi
quantiers

E

(there is a path) and

operation modalities

hhAii

an

an be also understood as a generali-

A

tl [14, 13℄, in whi h path

(for ea h path) are repla ed by

that express strategi

o-

abilities of agents and their

teams.

hhAiiϕ expresses that agents A have a olle tive strategy to
ϕ. Atl formulae in lude temporal operators:  g (in the next
state), 2 (always from now on) and U (until). An additional operator 3
(sometime from now on) an be dened as 3ϕ ≡ ⊤ U ϕ. Like in tl, every
Formula

enfor e

o

urren e of a temporal operator is pre eded by exa tly one

ooperation

modality (this variant of the language is sometimes alled vanilla atl).
∗
The broader language of atl , in whi h no su h restri tion is imposed, is
dis ussed briey in Se tion 2.3.
Formally, the re ursive denition of atl formulae is:

ϕ ::= p | ¬ϕ | ϕ ∨ ϕ | hhAii gϕ | hhAii2ϕ | hhAiiϕ U ϕ.
Positive atl is the subset of atl in whi h the use of negation is limited to propositional formulae. Formally, it

an be dened by the following
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grammar:

ϕ ::= p | ¬p | ϕ ∨ ϕ | ϕ ∧ ϕ | hhAii gϕ | hhAii2ϕ | hhAiiϕ U ϕ.
A number of dierent semanti s and model

lasses have been dened for

atl, most of them equivalent ( f. [16, 17℄). Among these,

on urrent game

stru tures [5℄ are probably the most natural and easiest to
when modeling

to extend to the imperfe t information
identity in

ome up with

on rete problem domains. Moreover, they are the easiest
ase, be ause a tions have global

on urrent game stru tures ( f. [18℄). However, it seems that

alternating transition systems, introdu ed in the more preliminary papers [3,
4℄ may oer some advantage in terms of model

he king

omplexity (see the

results in Se tions 3 and 4).
In what follows, we begin with a brief presentation of the two most
prominent semanti s, based on

on urrent game stru tures and alternating

transition systems. In Se tion 2.4, we are extending the s ope of atl with
the possibility that some agents have imperfe t information about the

ur-

rent state of the world. Resear h on this subje t is far from being

omplete,

yet a number of atl extensions have already been proposed to

ope with

su h systems: from the logi s of atel [40, 41℄ and  atl with in omplete in∗
formation [5℄ to more sophisti ated approa hes like atol and atel-r [23℄,

atlir and atliR [37℄, etsl [42℄, and

sl [24℄. Among these, atlir seems to

stand out for its simpli ity and

on eptual larity; also (unlike for logi s of
∗
agents with perfe t re all, e.g. atel-r and atliR ), its model he king proedure is de idable. We believe that atlir , while probably not the denitive

atl extension for games with imperfe t information,2 in ludes

onstru ts

that are indispensable when addressing su h games. Thus, we treat atlir
as a kind of  ore atl-based language for strategi

ability under imperfe t

information, and present its syntax and semanti s in Se tion 2.4.

2.1 Strategi

Abilities with Con urrent Game Stru tures

Con urrent game stru tures ( gs) [5℄,

an be dened as tuples

M = hAgt, St, Π, π, Act, d, oi,
where:








Agt = {a1 , ..., ak } is a nite nonempty set of all agents,
St is a nonempty set of states,
Π is a set of atomi propositions,
π : Π → P(St) is a valuation of propositions,
Act is a nite nonempty set of (atomi ) a tions;
fun tion d : Agt × St → P(Act) denes a tions available

to an agent in

a state, and

2

Atol, for example, is stri tly more expressive with the same model he king
omplexity.
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 o

is a (deterministi ) transition fun tion that assigns out ome states

q ′ = o(q, α1 , . . . , αk )

to states and tuples of a tions.

Remark 1 Firstly, this variant of
boli

on urrent game stru tures diers slightly

gs [5℄: we represent agents and their a tions with sym-

from the original

labels, whereas in [5℄ they are represented with natural numbers.

Se ondly, determinism is not a
terministi

ru ial issue here, as systems with nonde-

out ome of agents' a tions

an be modeled easily by introdu ing

a new,  tional agent, nature, whi h settles all nondeterministi

transi-

tions.
A strategy of agent

a is a

onditional plan that spe ies what

a is going to

do in ea h possible state. Thus, a strategy an be represented with a fun tion

sa : St → Act, su h that sa (q) ∈ da (q). A olle tive strategy for a group
A = {a1 , ..., ar } is simply a tuple of strategies SA = hsa1 , ..., sar i,
one per agent from A.

of agents

Remark 2 This is an important deviation from the original semanti s of

atl [35℄, where strategies assign agents'
whi h suggests that agents

hoi es to sequen es of states,

an re all the whole history of ea h game. In

this arti le, however, we employ memoryless strategies. While the

hoi e
∗
of one or another notion of strategy ae ts the semanti s of the full atl , and

most atl extensions (e.g. for games with imperfe t information), it should
be pointed out that both types of strategies yield equivalent semanti s for
pure atl [37℄.
A path in

M

is an innite sequen e of states that

sequent transitions, and refers to a possible
omputation). Fun tion
o

ur when agents

A

out(q, SA )

an result from sub-

ourse of a tion (or a possible

returns the set of all paths that may

exe ute strategy

SA

from state

q

onward:

3

out(q, SA ) = {λ = q0 q1 q2 ... | q0 = q and for ea h i = 1, 2, ... there exists
i−1
i−1
i−1
a tuple of agents' de isions hαa , ..., αa i su h that αa
∈ da (qi−1 )
1
k
i−1
for every a ∈ Agt, and αa
∈ SA (a)(qi−1 ) for every a ∈ A, and
, ..., αai−1
) = qi }.
o(qi−1 , αai−1
1
k
Let

λ[i]

denote the

ith

position in

The semanti s of atl is dened via the

M, q |= hhAiiΦ
all

i there exists a

omputations from

M, q
M, q
M, q
M, q

omputation

λ

(starting from

olle tive strategy

SA

su h that

Φ

holds for

out(q, SA ).

|= p i q ∈ π(p)
(where p ∈ Π );
|= ¬ϕ i M, q 6|= ϕ;
|= ϕ ∨ ψ i M, q |= ϕ or M, q |= ψ ;
|= hhAii gϕ i there is a olle tive strategy SA
path λ ∈ out(SA , q), we have M, λ[1] |= ϕ;

3

i = 0).

lauses below. Informally speaking,

su h that, for ea h

The notation SA (a) stands for the strategy sa of agent a in the tuple SA =
hsa1 , ..., sar i.
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<load1,nop2,fuel>

<nop1,nop2,fuel>
<load1,unload2,fuel>
<nop1,nop2,nop3>
<unload1,nop2,fuel>
<load1,unload2,nop3> <unload ,unload
1
2,fuel>
<unload1,nop2,nop3>
<nop1,unload2,fuel>
<unload1,unload2,nop3>
<nop1,unload2,load3>
roL
nofuel
1 caL

roL 2
fuelOK
caL

roL
nofuel
caR

roL 6
fuelOK
caR

5

roL
nofuel
9 caP

Fig. 1

A

gs

<load1,nop2,nop3>
<nop1,nop2,load3>
<load1,nop2,load3>
<load1,unload2,load3>

roP
nofuel
caL 3

roP
fuelOK
caL 4

roP
nofuel
7 caR

roL
fuelOK
10 caP

roP
fuelOK
caR 8

roP
nofuel
caP 11

roP
fuelOK
caP 12

for Simple Ro ket Domain

M, q |= hhAii2ϕ i there exists SA su h that, for ea h λ ∈ out(SA , q), we
have M, λ[i] |= ϕ for every i ≥ 0;
M, q |= hhAiiϕ U ψ i there exists SA su h that, for ea h λ ∈ out(SA , q),
there is i ≥ 0 for whi h M, λ[i] |= ψ , and M, λ[j] |= ϕ for ea h 0 ≤ j < i.

Example 1 Consider a modied version of the Simple Ro ket Domain from [8℄.
an be moved between London (roL) and Paris (roP),

There is a ro ket that
and pie e of

argo that

an lie in London (caL), Paris (caP), or inside the

ro ket (caR). Three agents are involved:
it, or move the ro ket;

3

who

an load the

2

who

1

who

an unload the

an load the

argo, unload

argo or move the ro ket, and

argo or supply the ro ket with fuel. Ea h agent

also stay idle at a parti ular moment (the

nop

an

 no-operation a tions).

The moving a tion has the highest priority. Loading is exe uted when
the ro ket does not move and more agents try to load than to unload; unloading works in a similar way (in a sense, the agents vote whether the
argo should be loaded or unloaded). Finally, fueling

an be a

omplished

only when the ro ket tank is empty (alone or in parallel with loading or
unloading). The ro ket

an move only if it has some fuel (fuelOK), and the

fuel must be relled after ea h ight. The

on urrent game stru ture for the

domain is shown in Figure 1 (we will refer to this model as

M1 ).

All the

8
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transitions for state

1 (the

argo and the ro ket are in London, no fuel in the

ro ket) are labeled; output of agents'

hoi es for other states is analogous.

M1 , 1 are: ¬hh1ii3caP (agent 1 annot
hh1, 3ii3caP (1 and 3 an deliver the
hh2, 3ii2(roL ∧ hh2, 3ii3roP) (2 and 3 an keep

Example atl formulae that hold in
deliver the

argo to Paris on his own),

argo if they

ooperate), and

the ro ket in London forever, and at the same time retain the ability to
hange their strategy and move the ro ket to Paris).
It is worth pointing out that the

A and E an be
Eϕ ≡ hhAgtiiϕ.

tl path quantiers

embedded in atl in the following way:

Aϕ ≡ hh∅iiϕ

and

Note that the determinism of the transition fun tion is essential for the
latter property. In a deterministi system, a olle tive strategy for the grand
oalition of agents

Agt

this is usually not the

determines a single path in the model. In
ase in non-deterministi

ontrast,

systems. Thus, it may be

the ase that there is a single path for whi h property ϕ holds (i.e., we have
Eϕ), and yet the agents are not able to enfor e it, so hhAgtiiϕ does not hold.
On the other hand, Aϕ is equivalent to hh∅iiϕ even when we abandon
the determinism assumption (to see this, it is su ient to

he k what the

hh∅ii gϕ, hh∅ii2ϕ and hh∅iiϕ U ψ look like). This alg
ϕ as ¬hh∅ii g¬ϕ, E2ϕ as ¬hh∅ii3¬ϕ, and E3ϕ as
lows us to dene E
¬hh∅ii2¬ϕ. Still, as demonstrated in [28℄, Eϕ U ψ annot be expressed with
semanti

any

lauses for

ombination of the above operators.

4

2.2 Semanti s of ATL Based on ATS
Previous versions of atl were dened over alternating transition systems [3,
4℄. An alternating transition system (ats) is a tuple

M = hAgt, St, Π, π, δi,
where:

 Agt is
Π

a non-empty nite set of agents,

is a set of (atomi ) propositions, and

St is a non-empty set of states,
π : St → P(Π) is a valuation of

propositions;

 δ : St × Agt → P(P(St)) is a fun
non-empty families of
idea is that, at state

q,

tion that maps pairs

hstate, agenti

to

hoi es with respe t to possible next states. The

a hooses a set Qa ∈ δ(q, a) thus for ing
Qa . The resulting transition leads to a
tion of all Qa for a ∈ Agt and so it ree ts

agent

the out ome state to be from
state whi h is in the interse

the will of all agents. Sin e the system is required to be deterministi
(given the state and the agents' de isions),

Qa1 ∩ ... ∩ Qak

be a singleton.

4

See also Remark 4, and the expressivity results from [29℄.

must always

Model Che king Abilities of Agents: A Closer Look
Agt = {a, b}
St = {q0 , q1 , q2 , q3 }
Π = {p1 , p2 }
π(p1 ) = {q0 }, π(p2 ) = {q1 }

<a1,b1>
p1

q0

<a2,b2>

<a1,b2>

α1
α2
δ(q0 , a) = {{q0 , q1 },{q2 , q3 }}
β1
β2
δ(q0 , b) = {{q0 , q2 },{q1 , q3 }}

<a2,b1>

q1

q2

q3

δ(q1 , b) = δ(q2 , a) = δ(q3 , a) = {{q0 }}
δ(q1 , a) = δ(q2 , b) = δ(q3 , b) = {{q0 , q1 }}

p2

Fig. 2

state q0

9

Alternating transition system M2 : two agents, ea h has two hoi es at

In an ats, the type of a strategy fun tion is slightly dierent sin e
hoi es are sets of states now, and a strategy is represented as a mapping

sa : St → P(St),

su h that

looks exa tly the same as for
semanti

The rest of the semanti s

lauses are exa tly the same as the ones in Se tion 2.1.

Example 2 Consider ats

β1 , β2

sa (q) ∈ δ(q, a).

on urrent game stru tures. In parti ular, the

M2

as shorthands for the

from Figure 2. We use symbols

α1 , α2

and

hoi es, to make the example easier to read.

M2 , q0 : ¬hhaii3p2 (a annot enfor e that
hha, bii2p1 (a and b an ooperate to guarantee that
and hhaii g(p1 ∨ p2 ) (a an a hieve p1 ∨ p2 in the next

The following atl formulae hold in

p2
p1

is eventually true),
always holds),

step).
Note that
that

M2

is not tight in the sense that some

annot be rea hed via these

from the

hoi es in

hoi es. It

δ(q1 , a), δ(q2 , b)

and

hoi es in lude states

an be tightened by removing

δ(q3 , b),

q1

whi h yields an equivalent

tight ats. We dis uss the notion of tightness in Se tion 4.1 more formally.
It is worth pointing out that alternating transition systems are usually less natural and more di ult to
stru tures; they are also larger in most

ome up with than

on urrent game

ases ( f. [19℄, Se tion 2.7.4). More

pre isely: for ea h ats there exists an isomorphi

gs, but the reverse does

not hold. Moreover, alternating transition systems do not allow easily for
extensions (e.g. with the possibility that agents may have imperfe t information). This subje t is dis ussed in more detail in [18, 17, 19℄.

Remark 3 Note that the determinism assumption is signi ant in the
of ats. Unlike for

ase

gs, adding an auxiliary player (nature) to an existing

alternating transition system is neither easy nor straightforward. The problem is to extend the existing

hoi e fun tion

δ

so that it still satises the

rigid formal requirement that all the interse tions of
Designing a

hoi es are singletons.

ompletely new ats from s rat h is probably an easier solution.
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he king of atl formulae has been proved to

We note here that model

be linear in the size of the model and the length of the formula for both
on urrent game stru tures [5℄ and alternating transition systems [4℄, whi h
oin ides with the model

he king

omplexity for

tl [9℄. We will dis uss

this issue in more detail in Se tion 3.1.

2.3 Beyond ATL: ATL+ and ATL∗
The full language of atl
1. state formulae
spe i

hhAiiϕ,

paths of

2. path formulae

∗

[4, 5℄ is usually presented as
expressing strategi

onsisting of

abilities of agents to enfor e

omputation, and

gϕ

and

ϕ U ψ,

Both state and path formulae

expressing temporal properties of paths.

an be

ombined using Boolean operators.

M, q |= hhAiiϕ meaning there
λ ∈ out(q, SA ), we have M, λ |= ϕ. Path
gϕ and M, λ |= ϕ U ψ
paths, with M, λ |=

State formulae are interpreted in states, with
is

SA

su h that, for ea h path

formulae are interpreted in

dened in the obvious way.
Atl∗ is more ostly in omputational terms. Model

he king atl

∗

with

memoryless strategies (i.e., the variant that we are interested in here) is
PSPACE- omplete [37℄. Model he king atl∗ with perfe t re all is even
more expensive: it is 2EXPTIME- omplete in the number of transitions in
the model and the length of the formula [5℄.
In this arti le, we are only interested in its subset atl

+

[37℄, in whi h

ea h temporal operator is pre eded by a single ooperation modality, modulo
Boolean operators. That is,

hhAii

is followed by a Boolean

ombination of

in whi h ϕ, ψ are state formulae again. As an
+
example, the following is an atl formula: hhaii(2(p1 ∨ p2 ) ∧ 3p1 ). It states

path formulae
that a has a
q0 , q1 all the

gϕ, ϕ U ψ ,

strategy to visit state

q0

at least on e, while staying in states

time (note, by the way, that the formula holds in

M2 , q0

from

Example 2).
Atl+ an be seen as a generalisation of tl+ [15℄. Model he king of
atl+ has been proved ∆3 - omplete in the number of transitions and the
length of the formula (for both memoryless and perfe t re all strategies) [37℄,
while
tl+ model he king is ∆2 - omplete [30℄. However, the atl+ and
+
tl formulae that we use in this arti le an be model he ked in nondeterministi

2.4 Strategi

polynomial time ( f. Se tion 5.2).

Abilities under Imperfe t Information

Atl and its models in lude no way of addressing un ertainty that an agent
or a pro ess may have about the
in atl

an dene dierent

implying that an agent
and a t a

urrent situation; moreover, strategies

hoi es for any pair of dierent states, hen e

an re ognise ea h (global) state of the system,

ordingly. Thus, it

an be argued that the logi

is tailored for

Model Che king Abilities of Agents: A Closer Look
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des ribing and analyzing systems in whi h every agent/pro ess has omplete

and a

urate knowledge about the urrent state of the system. This is usually

not the

ase for most appli ation domains, where a pro ess

an a

ess its

lo al state, but the state of the environment and the (lo al) states of other
agents

an be observed only partially.

One of the main

hallenges, when a logi

of strategi

abilities under

imperfe t information is addressed, is the question of how agents' knowledge should interfere with the agents' available strategies. When reasoning
about what an agent

an enfor e, it seems more appropriate to require the

agent to know his winning strategy rather than to know only that su h a
strategy exists [18, 23, 25℄. This problem is

losely related to the distin tion

between knowledge de re and knowledge de di to, well known in the philosophy of language [36℄, as well as in resear h on the intera tion between
knowledge and a tion [33, 34, 43℄. Several variations on  atl with imperfe t information have been proposed [23, 37, 25, 42, 24℄, yet none of them
has been

ommonly a

epted. In this arti le, we treat S hobbens' atlir and

atliR [37℄ as  ore, minimal atl-based languages for strategi ability under
imperfe t information. The rst logi

enables reasoning about agents that

have no impli it memory of the game (i.e., they use memoryless strategies), while the latter is guided by the assumption that agents

an always

memorise the whole game. As agents seldom have unlimited memory, and
logi s of strategi

ability with imperfe t information and perfe t re all are

believed to have unde idable model
strategi

he king, we use atlir as the logi

of

ability under un ertainty here.

Atlir in ludes the same formulae as atl, only the
ities are presented with a subs ript:

hhAiiir

ooperation modal-

to indi ate that they address

agents with imperfe t information and imperfe t re all. Like for atl, Pos-

itive atlir  is the subset of atlir in whi h the use of negation is limited to
on urrent

propositional formulae. Models of atlir , imperfe t information

game stru tures (i- gs),

an be presented as

on urrent game stru tures

∼a ⊆ St × St, one
a ∈ Agt. The relations des ribe agents' un ertainty: q ∼a q ′ means
that, while the system is in state q , agent a onsiders it possible that it is
′
in q now. Ea h ∼a is assumed to be an equivalen e. It is required that
′
agents have the same hoi es in indistinguishable states: if q ∼a q then
′
d(a, q) = d(a, q ).
Again, a strategy of an agent a is a onditional plan that spe ies what
a is going to do in ea h possible state. An exe utable (deterministi ) plan
augmented with a family of indistinguishability relations
per agent

must pres ribe the same hoi es for indistinguishable states. Therefore atlir
restri ts the strategies that

an be used by agents to the set of so

alled

a is dened as a fun tion
sa : St → Act, su h that: (1) sa (q) ∈ d(a, q), and (2) if q ∼a q ′ then
sa (q) = sa (q ′ ). A olle tive strategy for a group of agents A = {a1 , ..., ar } is a
tuple of strategies SA = hsa1 , ..., sar i, one per ea h agent from A. A olle tive
uniform strategies. A uniform strategy of an agent

strategy is uniform if it
fun tion

out(q, SA )

ontains only uniform individual strategies. Again,

returns the set of all paths that may result from agents
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q0
b

qAK

a

qAQ

qKQ

b

qKA

a

q

A exe

qQK

a

keep,chg keep,nop
keep,nop exch,chg
exch,nop exch,nop
exch,chg
keep,chg
keep,nop
keep,chg
exch,chg
l
exch,nop

keep,nop
exch,chg keep,chg exch,chg
exch,nop keep,nop
exch,nop
keep,chg
keep,nop
keep,chg
exch,chg
w
exch,nop
win

Fig. 3

qQA

b

q

Gambling Robots game
uting strategy

SA

from state

q

onward. The semanti s of

ooperation

modalities in atlir is dened as follows:

M, q |= hhAiiir gϕ i there is a uniform olle tive strategy SA su h that,
′
′
′
for ea h a ∈ A, q su h that q ∼a q , and path λ ∈ out(SA , q ), we have
M, λ[1] |= ϕ;
M, q |= hhAiiir 2ϕ i there exists a uniform SA su h that, for ea h a ∈ A,
q ′ su h that q ∼a q ′ , and λ ∈ out(SA , q ′ ), we have M, λ[i] |= ϕ for ea h
i ≥ 0;
M, q |= hhAiiir ϕ U ψ i there exist a uniform strategy SA su h that, for
′
′
′
ea h a ∈ A, q su h that q ∼a q , and λ ∈ out(SA , q ), there is i ≥ 0 for
whi h M, λ[i] |= ψ , and M, λ[j] |= ϕ for ea h 0 ≤ j < i.
hhAiiir ϕ if agents A have a uniform strategy, su h that for ea h
an possibly result from exe ution of the strategy a ording to at

That is,
path that

least one agent from

A, ϕ

is the

ase.

Example 3 (Gambling robots) Two robots (a and b) play a simple ard game.
The de k onsists of A e, King and Queen (A, K, Q). Normally, it is assumed
that

A is the best
K and Q, K

beats

K the se ond best, and Q the worst. Therefore A
Q, and Q beats no ard. At the beginning of the

ard,

beats

game, the environment agent deals a random
down), so that ea h player

ard of the other player. Then robot
remaining in the de k (a tion
At the same time, robot
be omes better than

A

b

exch),

an

a

a

an ex hange his

or he

chg )

or he

has a better

ard for the one

urrent one (keep).

an keep the

hange the priorities of the

(a tion

the priorities un hanged. If

ard to both robots (fa e

an see his own hand, but he does not know the

ards, so that

Q

an do nothing (nop), i.e. leave
ard than

b

after that, then a

win is s ored, otherwise the game ends in a losing state. A

gs

M1

for the

game is shown in Figure 3.
It is easy to see that

M1 , q0 |= ¬hhaiiir 3win,

be ause, for ea h

form) strategy, if it guarantees a win in e.g. state

qAK

a's

(uni-

then it fails in

qAQ

Model Che king Abilities of Agents: A Closer Look
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(and similarly for other pairs of indistinguishable states). Let us also observe

M1 , q0 |= ¬hha, biiir 3win: in order to win, a must ex hange his ard in
qQK , so he must ex hange his ard in qQA too (by uniformity), and
playing exch in qQA leads to the losing state. On the other hand, M1 , qAQ |=
hha, biiir gwin (a winning strategy: sa (qAK ) = sa (qAQ ) = sa (qKQ ) = keep,
sb (qAQ ) = sb (qKQ ) = sb (qAK ) = nop; qAK , qAQ , qKQ are the states that
must be onsidered by a and b in qAQ ). Still, M1 , qAK |= ¬hha, biiir gwin.

that

state

S hobbens [37℄ proved that atlir model
easy. He also

NP-hard and ∆P
2P
be ∆2 - omplete. We

he king is

onje tured that the problem might

dis uss the issue in more detail, and formally

onrm his intuition in Se -

tion 6.

A an be expressed in atlir in
Aϕ ≡ hh∅iiir ϕ. The existential path quantier E, however,

tl universal path quantier

Remark 4 The

the following way:

is not fully expressible when

ooperation modalities quantify over uniform

strategies only. Like for non-deterministi
there is a single path for whi h property

models, it may be the

ϕ holds (i.e.,

we have

Eϕ),

ase that
and yet

Agt is not able to enfor e it (be ause Agt
an now use only uniform strategies), so hhAgtiiir ϕ does not hold. Moreover,
Eϕ U ψ annot be expressed as a ombination of Aϕ U ψ , E3ϕ, E2ϕ, A2ϕ,
E gϕ, and A gϕ ( f. [28℄, and the remark at the end of Se tion 2.1).
even the grand oalition of agents

3 Complexity of ATL Model Che king Revisited
The model he king problem asks, given model

ϕ,

whether

ϕ

holds in

omputationally

M, q .

Model

M , state q in M , and formula

he king of temporal logi s is usually

heaper than satisability

he king or theorem proving,

while often being at least as useful be ause the designer or user of a system
an

ome up with a pre ise model of the system behaviour (e.g. a graph

with all the a tions that may be exe uted) in many

ases. For atl, model

he king has been proved linear in the size of the models and formulae. This
seems to be a very good property, but unfortunately it guarantees less than
one

ould expe t.

3.1 Model Che king ATL: Easy or Hard?
It has been known for a long time that formulae of

tl

an be

he ked

in time linear with respe t to the size of the model and the length of the
formula [9℄. One of the main results

on erning atl states that its formulae

an also be model- he ked in deterministi

Proposition 1 ([4, 5℄) The atl model
and

an be done in time

the model and

l

O(ml),

where

linear time.

he king problem is ptime- omplete,

m

is the number of transitions in

is the length of the formula.

The atl model

he king algorithm from [4, 5℄ is presented in Figure 4.
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fun tion

mcheck1 (M, ϕ).
Returns the set of states in model M = hAgt, St, Π, π, oi for whi h formula ϕ
holds.
ase ϕ ∈ Π : return π(p)
ase ϕ = ¬ψ : return St \ mcheck1 (M, ψ)
ase ϕ = ψ1 ∨ ψ2 : return mcheck1 (M, ψ1 ) ∪ mcheck1 (M, ψ2 )
ase ϕ = hhAii fψ : return pre1(M, A, mcheck1 (M, ψ))
ase ϕ = hhAii2ψ :
Q1 := St; Q2 := mcheck1 (M, ψ); Q3 := Q2 ;
while Q1 6⊆ Q2
do Q1 := Q2 ; Q2 := pre1 (M, A, Q1 ) ∩ Q3 od;
return Q1
ase ϕ = hhAiiψ1 U ψ2 :
Q1 := ∅; Q2 := mcheck1 (M, ψ1 );
Q3 := mcheck1 (M, ψ2 );
while Q3 6⊆ Q1
do Q1 := Q1 ∪ Q3 ; Q3 := pre1(M, A, Q1 ) ∩ Q2 od;
return Q1

end ase
fun tion

pre1 (M, A, Q).
Auxiliary fun tion; returns the exa t set of states Q′ su h that, when the
system is in a state q ∈ Q′ , agents A an ooperate and enfor e the next state
to be in Q.
return {q | ∃αA ∀αAgt\A o(q, αA , αAgt\A ) ∈ Q}

Fig. 4

The

atl

model he king algorithm from [5℄

While the result is

ertainly attra tive, it should be kept in mind that

it is only relative to the size of models and formulae, and these

an be

very large for most appli ation domains. Indeed, it is well known that the
number of states in a model is usually exponential in the size of a higher-level
des ription of the problem domain for both

tl and atl models. Consider,

for example, a system whose state spa e is dened by

r

Boolean variables

(binary attributes). Obviously, the number of global states in the system is
n = 2r . A more general approa h is presented in [27℄, where the higher level
des ription is dened in terms of so

alled

on urrent programs, that

an

be used for simulating Boolean variables, but also pro esses or agents a ting
in parallel. Ea h

on urrent program

C = hC1 , ..., Ck i

impli itly generates

a system of global states whi h is dened as the produ t automaton of
The main result

PSPACE-

on erning model

omplete in the size of the

of the formula) [27℄.

5

he king is that

5

he king

C.

tl formulae is

on urrent program (and the length

We also note in passing that, for some high-level system des riptions, even
the omputation of hhAii f may require PSPACE, or even NEXPTIME [10,
11℄, but these results are not relevant for our dis ussion here.

Model Che king Abilities of Agents: A Closer Look
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Thus, there are basi ally two kinds of results regarding model

tl and atl. On the one hand, the problem is
respe t to

he king

omputationally easy with

tl/atl models one uses when dening semanti s (sometimes

alled global state graphs [9℄ or expli it models [32℄). On the other hand,
the problem is very hard with respe t to more
(e.g.

ompa t representations

on urrent programs), mainly be ause these representations unravel

into exponentially large expli it models. As a
seen as a system involving
agents

on urrent program may be

k agents, this already shows that having multiple

an make models (and model

he king) explode with respe t to a high

level des ription. What we point out in this arti le is that the

O(ml)

omplexity of

in ludes potential intra tability even on the level of expli it models

if the size of models is dened in terms of states rather than transitions,
and the number of agents is a parameter of the problem rather than a xed
value. We state the observation formally as follows.

Remark 5 Let

n be the number of states in an expli

it atl model

M . It was

already observed in [5℄ that the number of transitions in M is not bounded
2
by n , be ause transitions are labeled with tuples of agents' hoi es. Here,
we make the observation more pre ise.
Let

k

d the maximal number of availm = O(ndk ). In onsequen e, the
k
[4, 5℄ run in time O(nd l), and hen e

denote the number of agents, and

able de isions per agent per state. Then,

atl model
their

he king algorithms from

omplexity is exponential if the number of agents is a parameter of

the problem.
Example 1 is quite illustrative in this respe t. The state spa e refers
to valuations of only three attributes (two binary, and one ternary), whi h
yields

12

states. And the number of transitions is already

216,

despite the

fa t that the system in ludes only three agents, and ea h agent has only
two or three a tions available at ea h state.

Remark 6 Note that, for turn-based models, only one agent is playing at a
time, so the number of transitions is
be done in time

O(nd),

and hen e model

he king

Throughout the rest of Se tion 3, we report results on the
ity of model

an

O(ndl).
omplex-

he king atl formulae over

on urrent game stru tures, with
n, k, d, l as input parameters. We show that the problem is ΣP
2 - omplete for
Positive atl, and we ite [29℄, where model he king of full atl is proved
P
to be ∆3 - omplete. The results seem natural as soon as we re-formulate
M, q |= hha1 , ..., ar ii gϕ as ∃(α1 , ..., αr )∀(αr+1 , ..., αk ) M, o(q, α1 , ..., αk ) |= ϕ,
whi h bears

lose resemblan e to the problem of QSAT2 . Before we dis uss

them formally, however, we must make one more important remark.

Remark 7 Note that the transition fun tion
model

o

must be kept external to the

he king algorithm, or represented in a somehow  ompressed way.

Otherwise the algorithm requires exponential amount of memory to store
the fun tion, and in

onsequen e the problem is not even in pspa e.
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One way to a hieve this is to assume that the transition fun tion is

implemented as an external pro edure (more pre isely: deterministi

q

ma hine) that, given state

o(q, α1 , ..., αk )

and a tions

α1 , ..., αk ,

Turing

returns the value of

in polynomial time.

Another way is to represent transitions in a more ompa t way. Laroussinie
and

olleagues (after an idea that we developed in [20℄) propose the no-

tion of an impli it

on urrent game stru ture. An impli it

gs where, in ea h state

((ϕ1 , q1 ), ..., (ϕn , qn )).
boolean
agent

gs [29℄ is a

the transition is dened by a nite sequen e

In the sequen e, ea h qi is a state, and ea h ϕi is a
α̂a , where α ∈ d(a, q); α̂a stands for

ombination of propositions

a

hooses a tion

o(q, α1 , ..., αk ) = qi
It is required that

gs

q,

i

α. The transition fun
i

tion is now dened as follows:

is the lowest index su h that

ϕn ≡ ⊤,

so that no agent

an enfor e a deadlo k. Every

gs, with ea h

an be en oded as an impli it

{αˆ1 1 , ..., αˆk k } |= ϕi .

ϕi

being of polynomial

size with respe t to the number of states and a tions [29℄.

3.2 Positive ATL Model Che king for CGS is
Firstly, we show that model
urrent game stru tures is

ΣP
2 -hard

he king of positive atl formulae over

ΣP
2 -hard.

redu tion of QSAT2 to the model

on-

We show this through a polynomial

he king problem.

Denition 1 (QSATi : satisability for quantied Boolean formulae
with i alternations of quantiers)
p1 , ..., pk (partitioned into i sets P1 , ..., Pi ),
θ that in ludes no other variables.
Problem: QSATi asks if ∃P1 ∀P2 ∃P3 . . . ∆Pi θ (where ∆ = ∀ if i is even, and
∃ if i is odd), i.e. whether there is a valuation of propositions in P1 su h
that, for all valuations of propositions in P2 , there exists a valuation of
propositions in P3 et ., su h that θ is satised.

Input:

k

propositional variables

and a Boolean formula

We use

θ

as a symbol for the Boolean formula that appears in QSATi , to

distinguish it from the atl formula in the model he king problem whi h we
P
usually denote by ϕ. QSATi is known to be Σi - omplete [35℄. Obviously,
in QSAT2 , we have only two sets of variables:

P1

and

P2 .

M
Agt = {a1 , ..., ak } that deide at q0 upon valuations of propositions p1 , ..., pk ∈ P1 ∪ P2 , respe tively.
Thus, agent ai an de lare proposition pi true (a tion ⊤) or false (a tion
⊥). Every tuple of a tions from Agt orresponds to a valuation v1 , ..., vk of
the propositions, and vi e versa. Now, the transitions from q0 are dened
To obtain the redu tion, we

with

3

states:

St = {q0 , q⊤ , q⊥ },

onstru t a

and

k

on urrent game stru ture

agents:

in the following way:

o(q0 , v1 , ..., vk ) =



q⊤
q⊥

if

v1 , ..., vk |= θ

else

Model Che king Abilities of Agents: A Closer Look
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|θ|,

so

o

sat

to hold only in state

P1

propositions from
they

6 Finally, we dene

Note that the agents  ontrolling

an enfor e the next state to be

q⊤

if, and only if,

θ

an de lare su h a valuation of their propositions that

regardless of the opponents'

Lemma 1 Let A
i.e.

q⊤ .

ai ∈ A

i

is satised

hoi es:

be the group of agents responsible for propositions

pi ∈ P1 .

Then,

Proposition 2 Model

an

has a polynomial represen-

tation with respe t to the size of the original problem.
proposition

v1 , ..., vk |= θ

do not matter. Note that

be veried in time and spa e linear in

∃P1 ∀P2 θ

i

P1 ,

M, q0 |= hhAii gsat.

he king formulae of Positive atl over

on urrent

ΣP
2 -hard.

game stru tures is

3.3 Positive ATL Model Che king for CGS is in
In order to demonstrate membership in

ΣP
2

ΣP
2

of the model

he king problem,

we show an algorithm that omputes the set of states in whi h formula ϕ
NP
holds, and lies in NP
. A areful analysis of the algorithms proposed in [4,
5℄ reveals that the intra tability is due to the pre-image operator
is

n times for ea

alled at most

previous se tion,

h subformula of

he king what a

M, q |= hhAii gsat)

lies very

oalition

ϕ.7

pre, whi

h

Indeed, as we saw in the

an enfor e in a single step (e.g.,
ΣP
2 - omplete problem of

lose to the standard

QSAT2 .
he king a more sophisti ated positive formula of atl is

We show that
no more

omplex than this. The main idea of the algorithm is as follows.

1. We guess nondeterministi ally all the
for ea h state

hoi es that will be needed for any

P re (that is, for ea h
q ∈ St). The hoi es are

all to fun tion

2. We employ the standard model

A's

that o

ϕ, and
choice.

urs in

he king algorithm from Figure 4 with

one important modi ation: every time fun tion
it assumes the subsequent

A

oalition

then stored in the array

pre2 (M, A, Q1 ) is

alled,

hoi es from the array, and he ks whether

q ∈ pre2 (M, A, Q1 ) by alling an NP ora le (is there a response from
the opposition in q that leads to a state outside Q1 ? ) and inverting its
answer.
The detailed algorithm is shown in Figures 5 and 6. As the number of
iterations, as well as the number of
Figure 4 is
makes

alls

O(nl), we get a
to an NP ora le.

Lemma 2 Fun
witness is

mcheck2 denes a
O(nkl), making alls

tion

that runs in time

alls to

nondeterministi

O(nkl). The
O(n + k).

pre,

in the algorithm from

polynomial algorithm that

nondeterministi
to an

NP

ora le is a nondeterministi

Turing ma hine

ora le. The size of the
Turing ma hine that

runs in time
6
7

Note that, in fa t, this is a simple example of an impli it
We re all that n is the number of states in M .

gs.
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fun tion

mcheck2 (M, ϕ);
Returns the set of states in M , in whi h formula ϕ holds.

assign ooperation modalities in ϕ with subsequent numbers 1, ..., c;
// note that c ≤ l; by c(ϕ), we denote the number of oop. modalities in ϕ
// we will denote the oalition from the ith ooperation modality in ϕ as ϕ[i]



for ea h i = 1, ..., c, assign the agents in ϕ[i] with numbers 1, ..., kc ;
// note that kc ≤ k and kc ≤ l
// we will denote the j th agent in A with A[j]



guess an array choice su h that, for ea h i = 1, ..., c, q ∈ St, and j =
1, ..., kc , we have that choice[i][q][j] ∈ dϕ[i][j] (q);
// at this point, the optimal hoi es for all oalitions in ϕ are guessed
// note that the size of choice is O(nkl)
// by choice|i , we will denote the array choice with rows 1, ..., i − 1 removed



return eval2 (M, ϕ, choice);

fun tion

eval2 (M, ϕ, choice);
Returns the states in whi h ϕ holds, given hoi es for all the oalitions from
ϕ.
ase ϕ ∈ Π : return {q | ϕ ∈ π(q)};
ase ϕ = ¬ψ : return Q \ eval2 (M, ψ, choice);
ase ϕ = ψ1 ∨ ψ2 : return eval2(M, ψ1 , choice) ∪ eval2 (M, ψ2 , choice|c(ψ1 )+1 );
ase ϕ = hhAii fψ : return pre2(M, A, eval2 (M, ψ, choice|2 ), choice[1]);
ase ϕ = hhAii2ψ : Q1 := St; Q2 := Q3 := eval2 (M, ψ, choice|2 );
while Q1 6⊆ Q2 do Q1 := Q1 ∩ Q2 ; Q2 := pre2 (M, A, Q1 , choice[1]) ∩ Q3
od;
return Q1 ;
ase ϕ = hhAiiψ1 U ψ2 : Q1 := ∅; Q2 := eval2 (M, ψ1 , choice|2 );
Q3 := eval2 (M, ψ2 , choice|c(ψ1 )+2 );
while Q3 6⊆ Q1 do Q1 := Q1 ∪ Q3 ; Q3 := pre2 (M, A, Q1 , choice[1]) ∩ Q2
od;
return Q1 ;

end ase
Fig. 5

part I.

Nondeterministi algorithm for model he king formulae of Positive atl;

Proposition 3 Model
game stru tures is in

he king formulae of Positive atl over

The following theorem is an immediate

Theorem 1

on urrent

ΣP
2.

orollary:

Model he king Positive atl formulae over gs is ΣP
2 - omplete
with respe t to the number of (global) states, a tions and agents, and the
length of the formula. It is ΣP
2 - omplete even for formulae that in lude only
one ooperation modality, and only the nexttime temporal operator g.
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fun tion

pre2 (M, A, Q1 , thischoice);
Returns the set of states, for whi h the A's hoi es from thischoice enfor e
that the next state is in Q1 , regardless of what agents from Agt \ A do.

Q2 := ∅;

for ea h q ∈ St: if oracle2 (M, A, Q1 , thischoice, q) = yes then Q2 :=
Q2 ∪ {q} ;

return Q2 ;

fun tion

oracle2 (M, A, Q1 , thischoice, q);
Returns yes if, and only if, the A's hoi es from thischoice in q enfor e that
the next state is in Q1 , regardless of what agents from Agt \ A do.

guess an array resp su h that, for ea h a ∈ Agt\A, we have resp[a] ∈ da (q);
// at this point, the most dangerous response from the opposition is guessed
// note that the size of resp is O(k)

if



Fig. 6

part II.

o(q, thischoice[q], resp) ∈ Q1

then return yes else return no ;

Nondeterministi algorithm for model he king formulae of Positive atl:

3.4 Full ATL
As pointed out by Laroussinie, Markey and Oreiby, the algorithm in Figures 5 and 6 an be easily adapted to handle arbitrary atl formulae in
P
time ∆3 . In that ase, strategies are guessed for ea h ooperation modality
separately (and it is not ne essary to guess them in advan e).

Proposition 4 Model
tures is in

he king formulae of atl over on urrent game stru -

∆P
3.

Laroussinie et al. have also proved that the bound is tight.

Theorem 2 ([29℄)

he king atl over

Model

gs is

∆P
3-

omplete in the

number of states, a tions and agents in the model, and the length of the
formula.

4 Model Che king with Alternating Transition Systems
Model

he king atl over

gs is

∆P
3-

omplete (and

ΣP
2-

omplete for posi-

tive formulae) when the size of models is dened in terms of the number of
states, and the number of agents is a parameter of the problem. However,
the transition fun tion in a

gs refers to

hoi es that are abstra t, while

in alternating transition systems the fun tion already en odes some information about possible out omes of a tions. One obvious advantage is that,
in an ats, the transition fun tion is already represented in a
for

n

k agents and
δ is O(n2 kd),

states,

of fun tion

at most

d

ompa t way:

de isions per agent and state, the size

while an expli it transition table in a

gs may
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require

O(ndk )

memory

ells in general. In this se tion, we show that using

ats results in some advantages in terms of model
still sits in the nondeterministi

he king

omplexity: it

polynomial hierar hy, but one level lower.
he king of Positive atl is in

Firstly, we demonstrate that the model

NP

in Se tion 4.1. Se ondly, in Se tions 4.2 and 4.3, we dene a variant of the
Boolean satisability problem that we

SAT ), prove that it is
to the model

NP-

all single false

lause SAT (Sf -

omplete, and present a redu tion of Sf -SAT

he king problem. In Se tion 4.4, we

ite [29℄ again, where

omplexity results for full atl were presented.

orre t

Modeling systems via ats is usually troublesome in pra ti e, mostly due
to the singleton requirement. In Se tion 4.5 we point out that, if we relax
the requirement and allow for nondeterministi

ats's, we obtain the same

model

lass of models.

he king

omplexity for a stri tly larger

4.1 Model Che king Positive ATL over ATS is in
Unlike in

on urrent game stru tures,

tems already

hoi es in alternating transition sys-

ontain some information about whi h states

a hieved through them. More pre isely,

α.

be a hieved through

ϕ
ϕ

NP

Had it

α

an possibly be

in ludes all the states that

ontained only su h states,

an

he king if it

would have been easy (it would have been su ient to he k
q ′ ∈ α). However, the latter ondition is not true
′
in general. [16℄ introdu es the notion of a tight ats: all states q to whi h

enfor es

whether

holds in all

q are removed from agents' hoi es at q (i.e. from
δ(q, a) for all a ∈ Agt). Still, this is not enough for our
purposes, be ause α ∈ δ(q, a) may in lude states that are rea hable from q
in general, but not by exe uting α. In this se tion, we propose a stronger
no transition exists from

the elements of

notion of tightness, and show a nondeterministi

algorithm to model

he k

Positive atl formulae over su h ats's. We also present a nondeterministi
algorithm to tighten an ats, and point out how these algorithms
ombined to obtain a pro edure that model
over arbitrary ats's in nondeterministi

polynomial time. In the following,

we assume without loss of generality that

Denition 2 Let αA = hα1 , ..., αr i
αi ∈ δ(q, ai ).

State

q′

is

αA -rea

Lemma 3 Let M
and

is

Every ats

αa -rea

q ∈ St, a ∈ Agt,
q.

we have

hable from

be strongly tight, α1 , ..., αr be hoi es of
Then q ′ is hα1 , ..., αr i-rea hable from

q ′ ∈ α1 ∩ ... ∩ αr .

r ≤ k.

olle tive

is strongly tight if, for ea h

q ′ ∈ αa ∈ δ(q, a), q ′

for some

hoi e of A at q , i.e.
q if there is a ombination
αr+1 , ..., αk , αi ∈ δ(q, ai ) su h that

be a

of responses from the rest of agents:

Denition 3 ats M

A = {a1 , ..., ar }

hable from

q ′ ∈ α1 ∩ ... ∩ αk .
that for ea h

an be

he ks Positive atl formulae

a1 , ..., ar
q.

at

q,

an be made strongly tight via the pro edure in Figure 7.

Moreover, Positive atl formulae

an be model- he ked over strongly tight
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fun tion

tighten(M );
For ea h ai ∈ Agt, q ∈ St, αi ∈ δ(q, ai ), and q ′ ∈ αi :

guess the opposition responses α1 , ..., αi−1 , αi+1 , ..., αk ;

if q′ ∈/ α1 ∩ ... ∩ αk then remove q′ from αi ;

Fig. 7

Algorithm for tightening alternating transition systems

fun tion

pre3 (M, A, Q1);
pre := ∅;
for ea h q ∈ St:
− guess
T αa ∈ δ(q, a) for ea h a ∈ A;
− if a∈A αa ⊆ Q1 then pre := pre ∪ {q};
return pre;






Fig. 8

New pre-image fun tion for model he king atl over alternating transition
systems
ats's via the original atl model

pre(A, Q) implemented
numbers 1, ..., |δ(q, a)| to

fun tion
assign

ginning, so that the
than their

he king algorithm from Figure 4, with
as in Figure 8. We observe that  if we
hoi es from

δ(q, a)

for all

q, a

at the be-

hoi es are further identied by abstra t labels rather

ontent  all the guessing operations are independent from ea h

other when we evaluate a positive formula. Thus, we

an apply the same

tri k as in Se tion 3.3, and guess all the ne essary information beforehand.
2 2
The size of the witness is O(n k d+nkl), hen e we obtain an NP algorithm
for the model

he king.

Proposition 5 Model

he king formulae of Positive atl over alternating

transition systems is in

NP.

4.2 Single False Clause SAT
To prove

NP-hardness

of model

he king Positive atl over alternating

transition systems, we dene the following variant of the SAT problem.

Denition 4 (Sf -SAT: single false lause SAT)
C1 , ..., Cn , in k propositions: p1 , ..., pk su h that for
p1 , ..., pk , exa tly one lause is false;
(2) numbers m ≤ n, r ≤ k .
Problem: Is there a valuation of p1 , ..., pr su h that all lauses C1 |r , ..., Cm |r
are satised? Clause C|r is obtained from lause C by deleting all literals
that refer to propositions pr+1 , ..., pk (we keep only the literals up to r).
Input: (1)

n

lauses:

ea h valuation of

Remark 8 Obviously, Sf -SAT is in
and

NP (it

he k whether it is a good one).

is su ient to guess a valuation
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NP-hard, we show that 3-SAT an be
3-SAT, we are given m lauses C1 , ..., Cm over r propositions
p1 , ..., pr su h that ea h lause Ci ontains at most three literals: Ci =
li,1 ∨ li,2 ∨ li,3 (li,j are pl or ¬pl , 1 ≤ i ≤ m). This spe ial instan e of
the satisability problem is also NP- omplete [35℄. Note that the m and
the r are the respe tive numbers o urring as inputs in Denition 4. To
In order to show that Sf -SAT is

redu ed to it. In

show that 3-SAT an be redu ed to Sf -SAT, we demonstrate that there
′
′
′
are propositions pr+1 , . . . , pk , and lauses C1 , ..., Cn , with m ≤ n, Ci ⊆ Ci
′
and Ci |r = Ci for i ≤ m, su h that for ea h valuation of p1 , . . . , pk , exa tly
′
one of Ci is false.
′
′
What does the last ondition mean for a set of lauses C1 , ..., Cn ? Bak
si ally, it means that these lauses represent all 2 possibilities of hoosing

p1 , . . . , pk . So, the problem in the redu tion is to extend the
lauses by new variables and to add new lauses. This has to be done

truth values for

given

so that the length of the new problem is still polynomial in the length of
the given

3-SAT

instan e.

′
C1′ , ..., Cm
ontains
lause would be satisable

We assume without loss of generality that none of
a

omplementary pair of literals (otherwise the

under all valuations and

ould be safely dis arded as it does not matter

for the overall satisability problem). In order to extend
in an appropriate way, we use auxiliary formulae

αi

lauses

and

β,

C1 , ..., Cm

dened in the

following way:

αi :

αi stating that a sele ted lause number is i ≤ m.
t := ⌈log m⌉ new variables y1 , . . . , yt
and dene onjun tions αi (i = 1, . . . , m) over these variables as follows
(this idea is due to Thomas Eiter [12℄). We write ea h number 1, . . . , m
in binary and represent ea h (of the t) digits by the new variables (a 1
is represented by the variable itself, a 0 by the negation of the variable).
The i'th digit is then represented by yi if it is 1 and by ¬yi if it is 0.
Thus, for ea h valuation of the new variables, only one onjun tion αi
We

onstru t formulae

To be more pre ise, we introdu e

an be true, namely the one representing the number

oded in the binary

representation.
Note that we

an also represent numbers greater than m (up to the next
2t ). These onjun tions do not orrespond to the m

power of 2, namely
original

lauses from the

3-SAT

problem. In our redu tion, we have to

distinguish between them. Therefore we introdu e a formula

β

in the

next step.

β:

We

onstru t a formula

β

stating that the sele ted

lause number is

less than or equal to m. Thus, β satises the following equivalen es:
V2⌈log m⌉
Wm
β ⇔ i=1 αi ⇔ i=m+1 ¬αi .
We therefore dene a set of lauses β , whi h des ribe all valuations
orresponding to numbers stri tly greater than

β ⇔

m
^

i=1

¬αi .

m.

Thus we have:
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β

Realising
they

lauses is simple: we just take

αm

and

he k that

oin ide on an initial segment and then a negated variable o

αm

(where in

β

as a set of
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urs

a positive variable is lo ated).

an also be written as a set of

lauses

β ⇔

m⌉
2⌈log
^

¬αi .

i=m+1

Note that the last formula is a set lauses (be ause all ¬αi are lauses),
⌈log m⌉
− m many lauses to represent β
and hen e we need at most 2
β
β
(whi h is never more than m). We denote these lauses by C1 , . . . , Cm .
β
Ea h lause Cj states, that the sele ted lause has not the number m+j .
In the following we sometimes use β to represent the (at most) m lauses
β
C1β , . . . , Cm
.

Extending the lauses:

Ci = li,1 ∨ li,2 ∨ li,3

For ea h

we

onstru t

lauses (all parities of the 3 variables) and add ¬αi . So, for
′
′
′
′
ea h Ci we get 8 lauses Ci,0 , . . . Ci,7 , where Ci,0 = Ci ∨ ¬αi and (Ci,0 ∧
′
. . . ∧ Ci,7 ) ⇔ ¬αi . Note, again, that ¬αi is always a lause. We observe
also that the m lauses C1 , ..., Cm , whi h we originally started with (as an
′
′
′
instan e of 3-SAT), are, by onstru tion, exa tly C1,0 |r , C2,0 |r , . . . , Cm,0 |r .
the remaining 7

Redu tion: The (at most) s := m + m × 8
β
C1β , . . . , Cm
,
over
if we

and

′
Ci,j

(1

lauses:

≤ i ≤ m, 0 ≤ j ≤ 7),

k = r + ⌈log m⌉ variables, represent an
hoose m ≤ n and r ≤ k , then we get

instan e of Sf -SAT, su h that
the

3-SAT

problem we started

with.
Why are the
get ba k the
the

lauses above an instan e of Sf -SAT ? The fa t that we

3-SAT problem has already been shown. It is also obvious that

onstru ted instan e is polynomial in the size of the instan e we started

with. So it remains to show that for ea h valuation of all the variables,

exa tly one

lause is false. Let a valuation be given. We must

onsider two

ases:
1. Exa tly one of the

α1 , . . . , αm

is true, say

newly introdu ed variables). Then all

¬αi

is true and it o urs as a disjun t in all these lauses).
Ci′0 ,j (0 ≤ j ≤ 7), exa tly one is false, namely the
ontradi ting the valuation of the three old variables o urring in

(be ause

Of the 8
one

αi0 (this is de ided by the
′
Ci,j
with i 6= i0 are true

lauses

lauses

Ci

(note that all possibilities are overed with the 8 ases).
β
lauses Cj ) is true as well.
′
2. None of the α1 , . . . , αm is true. But then all lauses Ci,j are true and
β
only β is false, i.e. exa tly one of the lauses Cj .
the original

Clearly,

β

(i.e all

These are all the
by

ases, be ause

onstru tion: any two dierent

αi

(resp.

Cjβ )

are pairwise in onsistent
β
β
onjun tions αi , αj (resp. Ci , Cj ) with
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i 6= j

ontain at least one pair of

omplementary literals. This gives us the

following result:

Proposition 6 Sf

-SAT is

NP-

omplete.

4.3 Redu tion of Sf -SAT to Positive ATL Model Che king over ATS
To obtain the redu tion, we

onstru t an ats

M

with

St = {q0 , C1 , ..., Cn },

i.e. one state per lause plus an initial state. Next, we simulate propositions

p1 , ..., pk

a1 , ..., ak . Ea h agent de lares his proposition true
q0 . Thus, agent ai has two available hoi es at
q0 : to de lare pi true or to de lare pi false; a hoi e of ai is represented
with the set of lauses that are not made true by setting the value of pi in
this parti ular way. For example, for lauses C1 = p1 ∨ ¬p2 , C2 = p2 , a1 's
hoi es are represented as {C2 }, {C1 , C2 }: if p1 is set to true, only C2 an
be false, but if p1 is set to false, both C1 , C2 an remain unsatised. Choi es
and transitions at states C1 , ..., Cm do not really matter. There is only one
atomi proposition, therest, with π(therest) = {Cm+1 , ..., Cn }.
Note that ea h ombination of hoi es from a1 , ..., ak at q0 orresponds
to a single valuation of p1 , ..., pk , and vi e versa. Moreover, a lause is not
with agents

or false in the initial state

satised by a valuation i no proposition makes it true. Thus, the set of
lauses, unsatised by a valuation, is equal to the interse tion of sets of
lauses that are not made true by ea h single proposition. By denition
of Sf -SAT, su h an interse tion is always a singleton, whi h proves that

M

is indeed an ats.

Lemma 4 There is a valuation of p1 , ..., pr su
are satised

[⇒℄

i

h that all lauses

C1 |r, ..., Cm |r

M, q0 |= hha1 , ..., ar ii gtherest.

p1 , ..., pr . Thus, repr+1 , ..., pk , lauses C1 , ..., Ct must be
true, and hen e for ea h valuation of pr+1 , ..., pk , the single unsatised lause
must be among Ct+1 , ..., Cn . Re-writing it in terms of the ats M : there is
a olle tive hoi e of a1 , ..., ar su h that, for ea h tuple of hoi es from the
other agents, the resulting next state must be among Ct+1 , ..., Cn . In onsequen e, M, q0 |= hha1 , ..., ar ii gP.
[⇐℄ Let M, q0 |= hha1 , ..., ar ii gP. Thus, there is a olle tive hoi e
S{a1 ,...,ar } su h that, for ea h tuple of hoi es from the other agents, the
resulting next state is always among Ct+1 , ..., Cn . We take the valuation of
p1 , ..., pr that orresponds to this S{a1 ,...,ar } . By the shape of the onstru tion, ea h Ci ∈ {C1 , ..., Ct } must be true for ea h valuation of pr+1 , ..., pk .
In parti ular, Ci is true for the valuation pr+1 = ⊥, ..., pk = ⊥. Thus, Ci |r
Proof

Suppose that there is su h a valuation of

gardless of the a tual valuation of

is also true.
Note that the redu tion

an be done in time polynomial in

n, k .

Com-

puting the agents' hoi e sets is the hardest point here, and it an be done
2
in time O(k n). The resulting model in ludes n + 1 states, k agents, and
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d = 2 hoi es per agent per state  and the length of the resulting formula
l = r + 2 ≤ k + 2, whi h on ludes the redu tion, and proves that the
model he king problem is NP-hard. Thus, we have the following.

is

Theorem 3 Model

he king Positive atl formulae over ats is

NP-

omplete

with respe t to the number of (global) states, a tions and agents, and the
length of the formula. It is
one

NP-

omplete even for formulae that in lude only

ooperation modality, and only the nexttime temporal operator

g.

4.4 Full ATL
Like in the

ase of

gs, the algorithm presented in Se tion 4.1 an be easily

adapted to model- he k arbitrary atl formulae in time
gies are guessed for ea h

∆P
2.

Again, strate-

ooperation modality separately (and it is not

ne essary to guess them in advan e).

Proposition 7 Model
systems is in

he king formulae of atl over alternating transition

∆P
2.

Laroussinie, Markey and Oreiby have proved that the bound is tight.

Theorem 4 ([29℄)

Model

he king atl over ats is

∆P
2-

omplete in the

number of states, a tions and agents in the model, and the length of the
formula.

4.5 Model Che king with Nondeterministi

Transition Systems

Alternating transition systems were proposed as models for open
tional systems, and the way in whi h the transition fun tion is

omputa-

onstru ted

ree ts this intention. The problem with ats's is that they are not modular, partly due to the singleton interse tion requirement: legality of a
hoi e

annot be dened in isolation from the rest of the

hoi es in a given

state. Adding another pro ess to the system usually requires thorough reonstru tion of the model: in parti ular, new states must be added, and
agents'

hoi es extended so that ea h interse tion is again a singleton. We

suggest that the requirement
more exible)

an be relaxed, yielding a more general (and

lass of models with the same atl model

ity. To show this, we dene non-deterministi

he king

omplex-

alternating transition systems

(nats) in the same way as ats, ex ept that no requirement on fun tion δ is
8 Obviously, model he king atl formulae over nats is ∆P -hard
2
(and NP-hard for positive formulae), be ause ats are spe ial ases of
imposed.

nats. Moreover, the model he king algorithm, depi ted in Se tion 4.1, an
be applied to nats as well.

8
Traditionally, the transition relation is required to be serial in models of temporal logi , in order to make sure that the time ows forever. This an be ensured
by requiring that, for ea h tuple of hoi es αi ∈ δ(q, ai ), the interse tion α1 ∩...∩αk
is non-empty. Our argument in this se tion is valid for su h a variant of nats, too.
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ase ϕ = hhAiiψ1 W ψ2 :

Q1 := mcheck(M, ψ1 ) ∪ mcheck(M, ψ2 );
Q2 := St;
Q3 := mcheck(M, ψ2 );
while Q2 6= Q1
“

do

Q2 := Q1 ;

Q1 := Q2 \ (St \ pre(M, A, Q2 )) \ Q3

return Q1

Fig. 9

od;

”

Subroutine for model he king weak until

Theorem 5 Model

he king atl formulae over nats is

the full language, and

NP-

omplete for

omplete for the positive sublanguage.
lass of nats may be bene-

This suggests that using the more general
ial for most purposes: we

∆P
2-

an get rid of the rigid and highly in onvenient

singleton requirement without any

omputational

ost! But, as we already

pointed out in Se tions 2.1 and 2.2, the existential path quantier

E

from

tl annot be fully embedded in atl, when the latter has its semanti s dened over nats. This looks as a serious short oming in terms of expressivity
at rst glan e. However, we observe that we

an deal with this problem by

adding another temporal operator to the language of atl. The operator we

W , known in temporal logi for
U . Formula
ϕ W ψ means that, if ψ be omes eventually true, then ϕ holds until the rst
9
o urren e of ψ , otherwise ϕ holds for ever. The formal semanti s of weak

propose to add is the weak until operator

a long time [31℄, although not as popular as the strong until

until

an be dened as follows:

M, q |= hhAiiϕ W ψ i there exists SA su h that, for ea h λ ∈ out(SA , q): (1)
there is i ≥ 0 for whi h M, λ[i] |= ψ , and M, λ[j] |= ϕ for ea h 0 ≤ j < i,
or (2) M, λ[j] |= ϕ for ea h j ≥ 0.
In Figure 9, we present a simple extension of the model

he king algo-

rithm from Figure 4 that deals with weak until formulae in a way analogous
to model

he king

from Se tion 4.1
the

hhAii2ϕ

and

hhAiiϕ U ψ .

The model

he king algorithm

an be augmented in the same way. It is easy to see that

omplexity of the algorithms stays the same as before. Moreover, we

show that adding

hhAiiϕ W ψ

to atl allows to express the full power of

tl

(and more), through the following translation:

A gϕ ≡ hh∅ii gϕ
Aϕ U ψ ≡ hh∅iiϕ U ψ
Aϕ W ψ ≡ hh∅iiϕ W ψ
9

We note that weak until is not expressible even in
transitions, f. [29℄.

atl

with deterministi
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E gϕ ≡ ¬A g¬ϕ
Eϕ U ψ ≡ ¬A(¬ψ) W (¬ϕ ∧ ¬ψ)
Eϕ W ψ ≡ ¬A(¬ψ) U (¬ϕ ∧ ¬ψ)
3ϕ ≡ ⊤ U ϕ
2ϕ ≡ ϕ W ⊥

Note that formulae

hhAii2ϕ

do not have to be in luded in the denition

W.

of atl expli itly any more, sin e the

2

Theorem 6 Atl

overs the full expressive power of

with weak until

even when nondeterministi
els. Moreover, model

operator

an be derived from

tl

alternating transition systems are used as mod-

he king atl with weak until over nondeterministi

ats is:
1.

P-

omplete (linear time) with respe t to the number of transitions in the

model and the length of the formula;
2.

NP-

omplete for the positive sublanguage with respe t to the number of

states, agents and de isions in the model and the length of the formula;
P
3. ∆2 - omplete for the full language with respe t to the number of states,
agents and de isions in the model and the length of the formula.
Finally, we observe that ats have already been used in the work on
implementing symboli
the

model

he king for atl [26℄, probably be ause of

ompa t representation of the transition fun tion.

se tion that using ats oers also some

10 We proved in this

omputational advantage over

gs.

Theorem 6 suggests that designing ats does not have to be su h a painstaking pro ess.

5 Turning Game Models Turn-Based
In this se tion, we demonstrate how strategi
be translated into strategi

ability in arbitrary ats's

an

ability in turn-based systems. More pre isely,

we show how, for an arbitrary alternating transition system M , a turnM ′ an be onstru ted, so that a ombination of hoi es in
M orresponds to a ombination of strategies in a fragment of M ′ . We
+
then propose a translation of atl formulae into atl
formulae, su h that
based system

the original formula holds in M, q if, and only if, the translated formula
M ′ , q . Finally, we point out that the latter an be model- he ked in

holds in

10

The authors of [26℄ dene the semanti s of atl in terms of on urrent game
stru tures, but the model he king algorithm they present uses post onditions to
spe ify the possible out omes of a hoi e. A post ondition is taken to be simply
a set of states, and hoi es by dierent agents exe uted in parallel lead to the
state from the interse tion of the post onditions (it is even assumed that the
interse tion must be a singleton).
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M1′ :

q3

qa,0 qv
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2

qb0
b1

qa,0av2

real

simulation of outgoing transitions from q0

P
polynomial time (∆2 for full atl, and

NP

for Positive

atl), and provide another (slightly more general) proof of the upper bounds
for both variants of the language.
The translation of models is independent from the translation of formulae in our
wants to

onstru tion, whi h allows for pre- ompiling models when one
he k various properties of a parti ular multi-agent system.

5.1 Translation of Models

M = hAgt, St, Π, π, δi be an
hAgt′ , St′ , Π ′ , π ′ , δ ′ i as follows:
Let

ats. We

onstru t a turn-based ats

 Agt′ = Agt ∪ {v}: we add an additional agent v

M′ =

(verier) to the orig-

inal set of players. Verier helps to nd out the right out ome state,
given the



hoi es from all agents (i.e. the sole state whi h belongs to the

interse tion of their hoi es);
S
St′ = St ∪ a∈Agt (dec(a) ∪ exec(a)

∪ outcome(a)),

where:
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 dec(a) = {q a | q ∈ St}
a's

29

are the dummy states from whi h agent
xρ , we will denote a opy of item x,

de isions are simulated; by

labeled with supers ript

ρ.

 exec(a) = {q a,S | q ∈ St, S ∈ δ(q, a)} simulate the situations between
a's

de ision making and the exe ution of a de ision.

 outcome(a) = {q a,q | q ∈ St, q ′ ∈
′

S

that simulate possible out omes of

 Π ′ = {q | q ∈ St} ∪ {real, choice, out}.
M ; choice

nal, real states from

situations before and after a

S∈δ(q,a) S} are the dummy states
de isions.

a's

Proposition

real

marks the origi-

labels the dummy states that simulate

hoi e,

out

marks the nal out ome states

qi mark out ome dummy
states that refer to a transition ending up in state qi . Thus:
S
π ′ (real) = St,
π ′ (choice) = a∈Agt (dec(a) ∪ exec(a)),
π ′ (out) = outcome(ak ),
π ′ (qi ) = {q a,qi | q a,qi ∈ outcome(a), a ∈ Agt}.
The de ision states are owned by the de ision making players; the
before the next real state is rea hed, and









rest of the states is owned by verier:
δ(q, v) = {St′ } for q ∈ dec(a), a ∈ Agt,
δ(q, a) = {St′ } for q ∈
/ dec(a).




M,

Choi es of the original agents remain the same as in

split between  hoi e states. Verier makes substantial

but they are
hoi e only at

the exe ution dummy states. Transitions from the out ome dummy
states are automati , and lead to the de ision node of the next player.
Choi es exe uted by agents at de ision nodes lead to their

orresponding

exe ution states, and verier's a tions at exe ution nodes lead to their
orresponding out ome nodes.

 δ(q a , a) = {{q a,Q1 }, ..., {q a,Qi }} for q a ∈ dec(a), δ(q, a) = {Q1 , ..., Qi };
 δ(q a,S , v) = {{q a,q1 }, ..., {q a,qi }} for q a,S ∈ exec(a) and S = {q1 , ..., qi }.
 δ(q ai ,qj , v) = {{q ai+1 }} for i < k, and δ(q ak ,qj , v) = {{q ak }}.
Example 4 Consider a fragment of the alternating transition system M2 ,
′
depi ted in Figure 2. The fragment of the resulting ats M2 , that refers to
the transitions starting from
symbols

α1 , α2

and

β1 , β2

q0 ,

is shown in Figure 10. (Remember, we use

as shorthand for the

hoi es to make the example

easier to read, but in fa t these are sets of states and not abstra t labels.)
The

olle tive strategy of

hoi es

hα1 , β2 i

{a, b},

that

orresponds to the

ombination of

in the original ats, is marked with bold arrows. The only

verier's response, that yields a path with exa tly one

qi

proposition holding

along it, is also indi ated.
Note that, for ea h state

q

in

M,

the transformation of the outgoing

transitions requires that we pro ess all the
must also pro ess the  ontents of ea h
in the

hoi es from

δ(q, a)

on e; we

hoi e (i.e. all the states in luded

hoi e)  but only on e, too. Moreover, the resulting substru ture

in ludes at most

O(kdn)

outgoing transitions per node.

Proposition 8 The translation of M
in ludes

′

2

m = O(n kd)

states.

an be done in time

O(n2 kd),

and

M′
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5.2 Translation of Formulae
Let

ϕ, ψ

tively.

be atl formulae, whose interpretations in

M

are

[[ϕ]], [[ψ]]

respe -

11 We dene the translation of omplex formulae in the following way:

trM (¬ϕ) = ¬[[ϕ]]
trM (ϕ ∧ ψ) = [[ϕ]] ∧ [[ψ]]
_
(qi ∨ real ∨ choice) U out
nextM (ϕ) = ¬
qi ∈[[ϕ]]
/

trM (hhAii gϕ) = hhAiinextM (ϕ)
trM (hhAii2ϕ) = [[ϕ]] ∧ hhAii2(real → hh∅iinextM (ϕ))
trM (hhAiiϕ U ψ) = [[ψ]] ∨ ([[ϕ]] ∧ hhAii(real → hh∅iinextM (ϕ)) U [[ψ]]).
The idea is as follows: the paths that matter are the ones where only a

qi o urs in ea h subpath between two subsequent real
orrespond to interse tions of the agents' hoi es that an be

single proposition
states  they

found along the subpath. For

hhAii gϕ, we want to make sure that A have a

strategy to enfor e that all su h subpaths until the next real node refer to
states from

[[ϕ]].

subpath o

urs that refers to some

A must have a strategy su h that no initial
qi ∈
/ [[ϕ]]. For hhAii2ϕ, the same must
real node et . Note that trM (Φ) is a formula

In other words,

hold for subpaths after ea h
+
of atl , sin e it in ludes Boolean

ombinations of temporal formulae.

The following proposition states that the translation is

orre t.

Proposition 9 Let ϕ be an atl formula that does not in
sitions

real, out, choice

and

qi .

Let

M

be an ats, and

q

12

lude spe ial propo-

a state in

M.

Then:

M, q |= Φ i M ′ , q |= trM (Φ).
Φ ≡ hhAii gϕ. The other ases
follow from respe tive xpoint hara terisations of hhAii2ϕ and hhAiiϕ U ψ .
[⇒℄W Let M, q |= hhAii gϕ, A = {a1 , ..., ar }. Suppose that M ′, q 6|=
hhAii¬ qi ∈[[ϕ]]
(qi ∨ real ∨ choice) U out. Note that out holds for the rst
/
′
time exa tly after 3k transitions from q in M . Thus, for ea h strategy
′
′
′
SA in M there is a path λ ∈ out(q, SA ), and a state qi ∈
/ [[ϕ]], su h that
M, λ[j] |= (qi ∨ real ∨ choice) for all j = 0, ..., 3k − 1. We take any strategy
′
′
a
SA in M , nd the orresponding SA
with sa (q ) = sa (q) for a ∈ A, and
then we take the above λ and qi . We set the hoi es of the opponents in
M, q to saj (q) = σ su h that λ[3j − 2] = q aj ,σ , aj ∈
/ A. By onstru tion,
qi ∈ sa1 (q) ∩ ... ∩ sak (q), whi h gives a ontradi tion.
Proof We prove the proposition for the

11

ase

W
We will abuse the notation slightly by using [[ϕ]] to denote also qi ∈[[ϕ]] qi , a
formula that holds exa tly in the states from [[ϕ]].
12
We assume that this is the memoryless version of atl+ , with strategies
represented as fun tions from states to hoi es.
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Similarly: we take the winning strategy in

orresponding strategy in
show that no
q′ ∈
/ [[ϕ]].

M

M ′,

onstru t the

(or rather its relevant part for state

ombination of responses from

ar+1 , ..., ak

q ),

and

an lead to a state

M2 and M2′ again. Formula hhaii g(p1 ∨ p2 )
′ a
holds in M2 , q0 , and indeed M2 , q0 |= hhaii¬ (q2 ∨ real ∨ choice) U out ∨

(q3 ∨ real ∨ choice) U out . On the other hand, M2′ , q0 6|= hhaii gp1 , and also
M2′ , q0a 6|= hhaii¬ (q1 ∨ real ∨ choice) U out ∨ (q2 ∨ real ∨ choice) U out ∨ (q3 ∨

real ∨ choice) U out .
Example 5 Consider models

Proposition 10 The length of trM (ϕ) is l′ = O(n+ l), where l is the length

of

ϕ,

and

n

is the number of states in

The following nondeterministi
formula

hhAiiϕ

M.

algorithm an be used to model
∗
′
in model M :

he k

of the memoryless atl

1. Re ursively ompute the interpretations of the state subformulae of
′
in M (e.g., for ϕ ≡ gψ , ompute the set of states that satisfy ψ );

ϕ

olle tive strategy SA . Note that the size of SA is O(nkd);
′
3. Trim model M , removing all A's hoi es that do not appear in SA . As
′
M is turn-based, the operation requires only O(nkd) steps, and yields
′′
′
a turn-based ats M with no more states and transitions than M ;
∗
′′
4. Model- he k tl formula Aϕ in M .
2. Guess the

A nextM (ϕ) ⇔ ¬E
real ∨ choice) U out, whi h is
Note that

he ked in deterministi

W

(qi ∨real∨choice) U
qi ∈[[ϕ]]
/

a formula of vanilla

polynomial time.

out ⇔ ¬

tl, and

W

E(qi ∨
qi ∈[[ϕ]]
/

an be model-

13 Note also that an array of

strategies for all the ooperation modalities o

urring in a omplex positive

an be guessed before the translation of the formula (as strategy
sa (q) = α in M transformed to an equivalent strategy s′a (q a ) = {{q a,α }} in
M ′ ). The size of the witness is still O(nkdl), whi h gives us the following.
formula

Corollary 1 Model
with respe t to

M

is in

he king Positive atl is even in

NP.

he king of an atl formula

n, k, d, l.

Model

Thus, we obtained a proof of membership in

ϕ

∆P
2

in an ats

(resp.

∆P
2

NP), alternative

to the one in Se tion 4. We want to emphasize that the above algorithm
is somewhat more general than the one in Se tion 4.1, be ause it does not
employ tightening of the model. In prin iple, an equivalent tight model
exists for ea h ats if we

onsider alternating transition systems in isolation.

However, the same does not have to hold when we extend atl and ats with
additional modalities. For instan e, for an atl extension that handles imperfe t information, we may want to require that a single strategy spe ies
identi al

hoi es in indistinguishable states ( f. [41℄), whi h means that a

hoi e must in lude all the states that are

13

onsidered as possible out omes

We thank an anonymous reviewer of MFCS'05 for pointing this out.
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by an agent in a given situation, and not only the ones that
o

ur [38℄. In

systems

an physi ally

onsequen e, su h a kind of alternating epistemi

annot be tight in most

ats, even for those whi h

transition

ases. The above algorithm is valid for all

annot be tightened in a given

ontext.

6 Model Che king Strategi Abilities of Agents under
In omplete Information
In this se tion, we

onsider model

he king of atl with imperfe t (or in-

omplete ) information. Sin e no satisfying semanti s based on alternating
transition systems has been proposed so far for strategi

abilities under im-

perfe t information, we present our results for an extension of

on urrent

game stru tures only.
S hobbens [37℄ proved that atlir model he king is intra table: more
NP-hard and ∆P
2 -easy (i.e., an be solved through a polynomial number of alls to an ora le for some problem in NP) when the
pre isely, it is

size of the model is dened in terms of the number of transitions. He also
P
onje tured that the problem might be ∆2 - omplete.
This se tion

ontains several new results. Firstly, we lose the gap and
P
∆P
2 -hard, and hen e indeed ∆2 - omplete
with respe t to the number of transitions in the model and the length of
prove that model he king atlir is

SNSAT problem to
NP and ∆P
2 are quite lose,

the formula. The proof pro eeds by a redu tion of the

atlir model he king, presented in Se tion 6.3.

both belonging to the rst level of the polynomial hierar hy, so our result
might seem a minor one  although, te hni ally, it was not that trivial to
prove it. On the other hand, its importan e goes well beyond model
ing of atlir . In fa t, Theorem 10 yields immediate

he k∆P
2sl [24℄

orollaries with

ompleteness of other logi s like atol [23℄, Feasible atel [25℄,
∆P
2 -hardness of etsl [42℄.

et ., and

We also point out that the problem is

NP-

omplete for the positive

∆P
3-

omplete in the number of

sublanguage of atlir .
Se ondly, we show that the problem is

states, agents and de isions in the model, and the length of the formula
P
(and it is only Σ2 - omplete for Positive atlir ). Therefore, the problem
sits in the same

omplexity

lass as model

he king strategi

abilities for

perfe t information games with respe t to these parameters. We believe this
is good news, as far as

omplexity is

on erned, for agent logi s dealing with

imperfe t information.
Finally, we point out that the dieren e between the perfe t and imperfe t information

ase lies in the modularity of strategies with respe t to

the property that the agents may want to enfor e. For perfe t information
games, potential su
they

an be

essfulness of sub-strategies is more independent and

omputed (or guessed) in rementally, while imperfe t informa-

tion strategies refuse in remental analysis.
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6.1 Existing Results

P
he king atlir has been proved to be NP-hard and ∆2 -easy in the
number of transitions and the length of the formula [37℄. Membership in
∆P
2 was demonstrated through the following observation. If the formula to
be model he ked is of the form hhAiiir ϕ (ϕ being gψ , 2ψ or ψ1 U ψ2 ),
Model

where

ϕ

ontains no more

guess a strategy for

A,

will never be exe uted (a
formula

ooperation modalities, then it is su ient to

trim the model by removing all transitions that
ording to this strategy), and model

Aϕ in the resulting model. Thus, model

formula

an be done by

he k

tl

he king an arbitrary atlir

he king the subformulae iteratively, whi h requires

a polynomial number of

alls to an

NP-hardness follows from

NP

algorithm.

14

a redu tion of the well known

SAT problem.

Here, we present a redu tion whi h is somewhat dierent from the one
P
in [37℄. We will adapt it in Se tion 6.3 to prove ∆2 -hardness. In SAT,
we are given a CNF formula

ϕ ≡ C1 ∧ . . . ∧ Cn

involving

k

propositional

variables from set X = {x1 , ..., xk }. Ea h lause Ci an be written as Ci ≡
s
s
x1i,1 ∨ . . . ∨ xki,k , where si,j ∈ {+, −, 0}; x+
j denotes a positive o urren e
−
0
of xj in Ci , xj denotes an o urren e of ¬xj in Ci , and xj indi ates that
xj does not o ur in Ci . The problem asks if ∃X.ϕ, that is, if there is a
valuation of
We

x1 , ..., xk

su h that

onstru t the

players: verier
the game whi h

v

holds.

orresponding

and refuter

lause

ϕ

Ci will
q0 to a

r.

i-

gs

Mϕ

as follows. There are two

The refuter de ides at the beginning of

have to be satised: it is done by pro eeding
 lause state

qi .

pro eeding to a proposition state

qi,j )

At

qi ,

verier de ides (by
s
xj i,j from Ci
will be attempted. Finally, at qi,j , verier attempts to prove Ci by de laring
from the initial state

whi h of the literals

xj true (a tion ⊤) or false (a tion ⊥).
−
⊤ for x+
j , or exe utes ⊥ for xj ), then
winning state q⊤ . Otherwise, the system stays

the underlying propositional variable
If she su

eeds (i.e., if she exe utes

the system pro eeds to the
in

qi,j .

Additionally, proposition states referring to the same variable are

indistinguishable for verier, so that she has to de lare the same value of
in all of them within a uniform strategy. A sole atlir proposition
only in the winning state q⊤ . Obviously, states
x0j an be omitted from the model.
Speaking more formally,

yes

xj

holds

orresponding to literals

Mϕ = hAgt, St, Π, π, Act, d, o, ∼1 , ..., ∼k i, where:

 Agt = {v, r},
 St = {q0 } ∪ Stcl ∪ Stprop ∪ {q⊤ }, where Stcl = {q1 , . . . , qn }, and Stprop =
{q1,1 , . . . , q1,k , . . . , qn,1 , . . . , qn,k };

 Π = {yes},
π(yes) = {q⊤ },
 Act = {1, ..., max(k, n), ⊤, ⊥},
14

The algorithm from [21℄ an be also used to demonstrate the upper bounds
for the omplexity of this problem.
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^
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Fig. 11

An i-

gs

for he king satisability of ϕ ≡ (x1 ∨ ¬x3 ) ∧ (¬x1 ∨ x2 ∨ x3 )

 d(v, q0 ) = d(v, q⊤ ) = {1},

d(v, qi ) = {1, ..., k},
d(v, qi,j ) = {⊤, ⊥},
d(r, q) = {1, ..., n} for q = q0 , and d(r, q) = {1} otherwise;
o(qi , j, 1) = qi,j ,
 o(q0 , 1, i) = qi ,
o(qi,j , ⊤, 1) = q⊤ if si,j = +, and qi,j otherwise,
o(qi,j , ⊥, 1) = q⊤ if si,j = −, and qi,j otherwise;
 q0 ∼v q i q = q0 ,
qi ∼v q i q = qi ,
qi,j ∼v q i q = qi′ ,j .

As an example, model

Mϕ

for

ϕ ≡ (x1 ∨ ¬x3 ) ∧ (¬x1 ∨ x2 ∨ x3 ) is

presented

in Figure 11.

Theorem 7 ϕ
(⇒)

Proof
lause

Ci

is satisable

i

Mϕ , q0 |= hhviiir 3yes.

Firstly, if there is a valuation that makes

one

uation. The
strategy for

an

hoose a literal out of

Ci

hoi e, together with the valuation,

v

ϕ

true, then for ea h

that is made true by the valorresponds to a uniform

su h that, for all possible exe utions,

q⊤

is a hieved at the

end.

(⇐) Conversely, if Mϕ , q0 |= hhviiir 3yes, then there is a strategy sv su

that

q⊤

is a hieved for all paths from

whi h assigns propositions

x1 , ..., xk

out(q0 , sv ).

h

But then the valuation,

with the same values as

sv ,

satises

ϕ.

Mϕ are linear in the length
M requires linear time too. Thus, the model
is NP-hard. Note that it is NP-hard even for

Both the number of states and transitions in
of

ϕ,

and the

onstru tion of

he king problem for atlir
formulae with a single
at most two agents.

15

15

ooperation modality, and turn-based models with

In fa t, it is NP-hard even for models with a single agent, although the onstru tion must be a little dierent to demonstrate this.
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fun tion

mcheck4 (M, ϕ);
Returns the set of states in M , in whi h formula ϕ holds.

assign ooperation modalities in ϕ with subsequent numbers 1, ..., c;
// note that c ≤ l
// we will denote the oalition from the ith ooperation modality in ϕ as ϕ[i]



for ea h i = 1, ..., c, assign the agents in ϕ[i] with numbers 1, ..., kc ;
// note that kc ≤ k and kc ≤ l
// we will denote the j th agent in A with A[j]



guess an array choice su h that, for ea h i = 1, ..., c, q ∈ St, and j =
1, ..., kc , we have that choice[i][q][j] ∈ dϕ[i][j] (q), and for ea h q ′ ∈ St su h
that q ∼ϕ[i][j] q ′ we have choice[i][q][j] = choice[i][q ′ ][j];
// at this point, the optimal hoi es for all oalitions in ϕ are guessed
// note that the size of choice is O(ml)
// by choice|i , we will denote the array choice with rows 1, ..., i − 1 removed



return eval4 (M, ϕ, choice);

fun tion

eval4 (M, ϕ, choice);
Returns the states in whi h ϕ holds, given hoi es for all the oalitions from
ϕ.
ase ϕ ∈ Π : return {q | ϕ ∈ π(q)};
ase ϕ = ¬ψ : return Q \ eval4 (M, ψ, choice);
ase ϕ = ψ1 ∨ ψ2 : return eval4 (M, ψ1 , choice) ∪ eval4(M, ψ2 , choice);
ase ϕ = hhAiiT ψ, where T = f or 2 :
Q1 := eval4 (M, ψ, choice|2 ); M ′ := trim(M, choice[1]);
add to M ′ new proposition p with π(p) = Q1 ;
Q2 := mcheckCT L (M ′ , AT p);
return {q ∈ St | ∀a, q ′ . a ∈ A ∧ q ∼a q ′ ⇒ q ′ ∈ Q2 };
ase ϕ = hhAiiψ1 U ψ2 :
c′ := the number of ooperation modalities in ψ1 ;
Q1 := eval4 (M, ψ1 , choice|2 ); Q2 := eval4 (M, ψ2 , choice|c′ +2 );
M ′ := trim(M, choice[1]);
add to M ′ new propositions p1 , p2 with π(p1 ) = Q1 , π(p2 ) = Q2 ;
Q3 := mcheckCT L (M ′ , Ap1 U p2 );
return {q ∈ St | ∀a, q ′ . a ∈ A ∧ q ∼a q ′ ⇒ q ′ ∈ Q3 };

end ase
fun tion

trim(M, thischoice);
Returns the tl model, whi h in ludes exa tly the transitions that an o ur
when A exe ute hoi es from thischoice.

R := ∅; // the tl transition relation ( ontains pairs of states)

for ea h q ∈ St and tuple resp of hoi es from Agt \ A, su h that resp[a] ∈
d(a, q):
− q ′ := o(q, thischoice[q], resp);
− R := R ∪ {hq, q ′ i};

return hSt, R, Π, πi;

Fig. 12

Nondeterministi algorithm for model he king formulae of

atlir .
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NP-

ompleteness for Positive ATL
omplexity of atlir model

We already investigated the

on luding that the problem was
was in orre t: the error o

NP-

he king in [21℄,

omplete. Unfortunately, our

laim

urred in the way we handled negation in our

model he king algorithm ( f. [29℄). Still, the algorithm from [21℄ was
for positive formulae of atlir : in this

ase, we

orre t

an do the same tri k as in

Se tion 3.3, and guess all the relevant strategies beforehand. The size of the
witness is still polynomial in this

ase: more pre isely, it is

is the number of transitions, and

l

O(ml),

where

m

is the length of the formula. Thus, the

following holds.

Theorem 8 Model

he king of Positive atlir  is NP- omplete with respe t
to the number of transitions in the model and the length of the formula.
Proof A nondeterministi

algorithm that

presented in Figure 12. Calls to

he ks formula

mcheckCT L

model- he ker (e.g. [9℄). As for the time ne essary to
dure: guessing the strategies
the model,

he king

ϕ

in model

M

refer to any established

an be done in time

is

tl

arry out the pro e-

O(ml),

while trimming

tl formulae, and getting rid of the states in whi h

agents may not know that the strategy is su

essful,

an all be done in time

O(m) (re ursively for subformulae). Thus, the algorithm terminates in time
O(ml). Combining it with the NP-hardness result from [37℄, we obtain the
theorem.
Note that the exhaustive deterministi algorithm that he ks all possible
kn
n
strategies runs in time O(nd l) = O(n(m/n) l), even for Positive atlir .
P
∆2 -hardness for full atlir is proved in the next se tion.

6.3 Model Che king ATLir Is Indeed

∆P
2-

omplete

Let us rst re all (after [29℄) the denition of

SNSAT,

a typi al

∆P
2 -hard

problem.

Denition 5 (SNSAT)
p sets of propositional variables Xr = {x1,r , ..., xk,r }, p propositional
zr , and p Boolean formulae ϕr in CNF, with ea h ϕr involving only
variables in Xr ∪ {z1 , ..., zr−1 }, with the following requirement:

Input:

variables

zr ≡

there exists an assignment of variables in

We will also write, by abuse of notation,
Output: The truth-value of
Let

n be

zp

(i.e.,

the maximal number of

input. Now, ea h

ϕr

ϕr ≡ C1r ∧ . . . ∧ Cnr ,

⊤

Xr

su h that

ϕr

is true.

zr ≡ ∃Xr ϕr (z1 , ..., zr−1 , Xr ).
⊥).

or

lauses in any

ϕ1 , ..., ϕp

from the given

an be written as:

and

sr

sr

sr

sr

i,k+r−1
i,k
i,1
.
∨ z1i,k+1 ∨ . . . zr−1
∨ . . . ∨ xk,r
Cir ≡ x1,r
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sri,j ∈ {+, −, 0}; x+ denotes a positive o urren e of x, x− denotes
0
an o urren e of ¬x, and x indi ates that x does not o ur in the lause.
r
r
Similarly, si,k+j denes the sign of zj in lause Ci . Given su h an instan e
of SNSAT, we onstru t a sequen e of on urrent game stru tures Mr for
r = 1, ..., p in a similar way to the onstru tion in Se tion 6.1. That is,
lauses and variables xi,r are handled in exa tly the same way as before.
Moreover, if zi o urs as a positive literal in ϕr , we embed Mi in Mr , and
i
add a transition to the initial state q0 of Mi . If ¬zi o urs in ϕr , we do

Again,

almost the same: the only dieren e is that we split the transition into two
r
steps, with a state negi (labeled with an atlir proposition neg) added in
between.
More formally,

Mr = hAgt, Str , Π, π r , Actr , dr , or , ∼r1 , ..., ∼rk i,

where:







Agt = {v, r},
r
r
r
Str = {q0r , q1r , . . . , qnr , q1,1
, . . . , qn,k
, neg1r , . . . , negr−1
, q⊤ } ∪ Str−1 ,
Π = {yes, neg},
π r (yes) = {q⊤ },
π r (neg) = {negij | i, j = 1, ..., r},
r
Act = {1, ..., max(k + r − 1, n), ⊤, ⊥},
dr (v, q0r ) = dr (v, negir ) = dr (v, q⊤ ) = {1},
dr (v, qir ) = {1, ..., k + r − 1},
r
r
d (v, qi,j ) = {⊤, ⊥},
dr (r, q) = {1, ..., n} for q = q0r and {1} for the other q ∈ Str .
r−1
r
For q ∈ St
, we simply in lude the fun tion from Mr−1 : d (a, q) =
r−1
d (a, q);
r
or (qir , j, 1) = qi,j
for j ≤ k ,
 or (q0r , 1, i) = qir ,
j
r r
r
o (qi , k+j, 1) = q0 if si,k+j = +, and or (qir , k+j, 1) = negjr if sri,k+j = −,
or (negjr , 1, 1) = q0j ,
r
r
or (qi,j
, ⊤, 1) = q⊤ if sri,j = +, and qi,j
otherwise,
r r
r
r
o (qi,j , ⊥, 1) = q⊤ if si,j = −, and qi,j
otherwise.
r−1
r
r−1
, we in lude the transitions from Mr−1 : o (q, α) = o
(q, α);
For q ∈ St
r
r
r
r
r
r
 q0 ∼v q i q = q0 ,
qi ∼v q i q = qi ,
qi,j ∼v q i q = qi′ ,j .
′
r−1
r ′
r−1 ′
For q, q ∈ St
, we in lude the tuples from Mr−1 : q ∼v q i q ∼v
q.
As an example, model

M3

ϕ1 ≡ (x1 ∨ x2 ) ∧ ¬x1 ,

is presented in Figure 13.

ϕ3 ≡ (x3 ∨ ¬z2 ) ∧ (¬x3 ∨ ¬z1 ), ϕ2 ≡ z1 ∧ ¬z1 ,

for

Theorem 9 Let
Φ1 ≡ hhviiir (¬neg) U yes,
Φi ≡ hhviiir (¬neg) U (yes ∨ (neg ∧ A g¬Φi−1 )).
Now, for all

r : zr

is true i

Mr , q0r |= Φr .

Before we prove the theorem, we state an important lemma. Lemma 5
says that overlong formulae

Mr .
Mr

More pre isely, a formula
an be as well redu ed to

Φi do not introdu e new properties of
Φi that in ludes more nestings than
Φi−1 when model he ked in Mr , q0r .

Lemma 5 For i ≥ r: Mr , q0r |= Φi

i

Mr , q0r |= Φi+1 .

model
model
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M3

q0
r:2

r:1

q1
v:1
Øz2

v:2

v:1

v:2
x3

neg2

q2
neg1 Øz1

q1,1

q2,1

Øx3

neg

neg

v:

M2

v:^

^

x1

M1

v:1

q1
q1

z1

r:1

r:1

r:2

v:2

q2

neg1Øz

q1,2

v:

^

^

q^
r:2

neg

v:

x2

q0

q0

q1,1

Øx1

q2

v:1

q2,1

v:^

yes

1

Fig. 13

An i- gs for the redu tion of SNSAT. The supers ripts in state labels
are omitted sin e they an be dedu ed from the sub-ma hine in whi h the state
resides.
Proof (indu tion on

r)

r = 1: M1 , q01 |= Φi i M1 , q01 |= hhviiir 3yes i M1 , q01 |= Φi+1 ,
be ause M1 does not in lude states that satisfy neg.
r
For r > 1: Mr , q0 |= Φi+1 ≡ hhviiir (¬neg) U (yes ∨ (neg ∧ A g¬Φi )) i
r
∃sv ∀λ ∈ out(q0 , sv )∃u∀w ≤ u. (Mr , λ[u] |= yes or Mr , λ[u] |= neg ∧
A g¬Φi ) and (Mr , λ[w] |= ¬neg) . [*℄
However, ea h state satisfying neg has exa tly one outgoing transition, so
Mr , λ[u] |= neg ∧ A g¬Φi is equivalent to Mr , λ[u] |= neg and Mr , λ[u +
1] |= ¬Φi . Thus, [*℄ i ∃sv ∀λ ∈ out(q0r , sv )∃u∀w ≤ u. (Mr , λ[u] |=
yes or Mr , λ[u] |= neg and Mr , λ[u + 1] |= ¬Φi ) and (Mr , λ[w] |= ¬neg)

1. For
2.

[**℄.

Note that, by the onstru tion of Mr , λ[u + 1] must refer to the initial
j
state q0 of some submodel Mj , j < r ≤ i. Thus, Mr , λ[u+1] |= ¬Φi
i
j
Mj , q0 |= ¬Φi i (by indu tion) Mj , q0j |= ¬Φi−1 i Mj , λ[u + 1] |=
¬Φi−1 .
r
So, [**℄ i ∃sv ∀λ ∈ out(q0 , sv )∃u∀w ≤ u. (Mr , λ[u] |= yes or Mr , λ[u]

neg and Mr , λ[u + 1] |= ¬Φi−1 ) and (Mr , λ[w] |= ¬neg) i Mr , q0r |=
hhviiir (¬neg) U (yes ∨ (neg ∧ A g¬Φi−1 )) ≡ Φi .

|=
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Proof (of Theorem 9) Indu tion on
1. For
2. For

r = 1:
r > 1:
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r:

we use the proof of Theorem 7.

For the impli ation from left to right (⇒):

let zr be true: then,
ϕr holds. We onstru t sv as in the
s
r
proof of Theorem 7. In ase that some xi has been  hosen in lause Ci ,
−
r
we are done. In ase that some zj has been  hosen in lause Ci (note:
j must be smaller than i), we have (by indu tion) that Mj , q0j |= ¬Φj .
j
j
By Lemma 5, also Mj , q0 |= ¬Φr , and hen e Mr , q0 |= ¬Φr . So we an
−
r
make the same hoi e (i.e., zj ) in sv , and this will lead to state negj ,
g
in whi h it holds that neg ∧ A
¬Φr .
+
r
In ase that some zj has been  hosen in lause Ci , we have (by indu j
j
tion) that Mj , q0 |= Φj , and hen e, by Lemma 5, Mj , q0 |= Φr . That is,
′
there is a strategy sv in Mj su h that (¬neg) U (yes ∨ (neg ∧ A g¬Φr−1 ))
j ′
holds for all paths from out(q0 , sv ). As the states in Mj have no epistemi
′
links to states outside of it, we an merge sv into sv .
r
For the other dire tion (⇐): let Mr , q0 |= Φr ≡ hhviiir (¬neg) U (yes ∨
(neg∧A g¬Φr−1 )). We take the strategy sv that enfor es (¬neg) U (yes∨
(neg ∧ A g¬Φr−1 )). We rst onsider the lause Cir for whi h a propositional state is hosen by sv . The strategy denes a uniform valuation
for Xr that satises these lauses. For the other lauses, we have two
there is a valuation of

possibilities:

 sv

hooses

q0j

Xr

su h that

in the state

orresponding to

Cir .

Neither

yes

nor

neg

have been en ountered on this path yet, so we an take sv to demonj
j
strate that Mr , q0 |= Φr , and hen e Mj , q0 |= Φr . By Lemma 5, also
j
Mj , q0 |= Φj . By indu tion, zj must be true, and hen e lause Cir is
satised.

 sv

negjr in the state orresponding to Cir . Then, it must
j
r
be that Mr , negj |= A g¬Φr−1 , and hen e Mj , q0 |= ¬Φr−1 . By
j
Lemma 5, also Mj , q0 |= ¬Φj . By indu tion, zj must be false, and
r
hen e lause Ci ( ontaining ¬zj ) is also satised.
hooses

Thus, in order to determine the value of zp , it is su ient to model he k
p
in Mp , q0 . Note that model Mp onsists of O(|ϕ|p) states and O(|ϕ|p)
transitions, where |ϕ| is the maximal length of formulae ϕ1 , ..., ϕp . Moreover,

Φp

is linear in p, and the onstru tion of Mp and Φp
O(|ϕ|p) and O(p), respe tively. In onsequen e, we
redu tion of SNSAT to atlir model he king.

the length of formula

Φp

an be also done in time
obtain a polynomial

Theorem 10 Model

P
he king atlir is ∆2 - omplete with respe t to the number of transitions in the model, and the length of the formula. The problem
P
is ∆2 - omplete even for turn-based models with at most two agents.
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6.4 The Complexity Rened
One of the problems with model

he king formulae of atl is that the num-

m in a model is not bounded by n2 , and an be very large:
k
more pre isely, m = O(nd ) where n is the number of states, k the number of agents, and d the maximal number of de isions per agent per state.
Thus, m is exponential in k unless the model is turn-based or the number of
P
agents is xed. In onsequen e, atl model he king be omes ∆3 - omplete
when n, k, d, l are the parameters of the problem, and model he king PosP
itive atl be omes Σ2 - omplete. In this se tion, we show that atlir model
P
P
he king is also ∆3 - omplete (resp. Σ2 - omplete Positive atlir ) in the
ber of transitions

same setting. To prove the lower bounds, it su es to point out that:

Lemma 6 Atl

is semanti ally subsumed by atlir . Positive atl is se-

manti ally subsumed by Positive atlir .
Proof In order to transform a

on urrent game stru ture

sponding imperfe t information

on urrent game stru ture

M to a orreM ′ , we x the

indistinguishability relations as the minimal total reexive relations, (i.e.

∼a = {hq, qi | q ∈ St}

a ∈ Agt), whi h means that the agents an disϕ be a formula of atl, and ϕ′ the result
ea h ooperation modality in ϕ. Then, M, q |= ϕ

for all

tinguish between any two states. Let

of adding subs ript ir in
M ′ , q |= ϕ′ . Thus, atl (resp. Positive atl) model

i

as a spe ial

he king

ase of atlir (resp. Positive atlir ) model

To show that the problem is

ΣP
2 -easy

an be seen

he king.

for Positive atlir , we present a

renement of the algorithm from Se tion 6.2 in Figures 14 and 15.

Proposition 11 Fun

mcheck5 denes a nondeterministi Turing maO(n2 kl), making alls to an NP ora le. The ora le
itself is a nondeterministi Turing ma hine that runs in time O(n + k). The
size of witnesses is never more than O(nkl).
tion

hine that runs in time

Proof The main idea is as follows. Firstly, we guess nondeterministi ally all
the strategies for the

ooperation modalities that o

ur in formula

ϕ (we do

it beforehand, as in Se tion 6.2). The strategies must be uniform, so setting
sa (q) xes automati ally sa (q ′ ) for all q ∼a q ′ . Then we model he k ϕ
re ursively: for ea h subformula
and

he k the formula

hh∅iiir ψ .

hhAiiir ψ ,

we assume the respe tive strategy

To do so, we take atl formula

input, and employ the standard atl model

hhAiiψ

as

he king algorithm from [5℄

pre(A, Q1 ) is alled,
q ∈ pre(A, Q1 )
the opposition in q that

with one important modi ation: ea h time fun tion
it assumes the respe tive
by

alling an

NP

A's

hoi es, and

he ks whether

ora le (is there a response from

Q1 ? ) and reversing its answer. Note that the latter
M ′ , q |= hh∅ii gQ1 , where M ′ is model M with A's
ordingly, and Q1 is a new proposition that holds exa tly

leads to a state outside
amounts to

he king

a tions xed a
in states

Q1 .

Finally, we get rid of the states that have indistinguishable

ounterparts for whi h the assumed strategy is not su

essful. Note that, in
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fun tion

mcheck5 (M, ϕ);
Returns the set of states in M , in whi h formula ϕ holds.

assign ooperation modalities in ϕ with subsequent numbers 1, ..., c;
// note that c ≤ l
// we will denote the oalition from the ith ooperation modality in ϕ as ϕ[i]



for ea h i = 1, ..., c, assign the agents in ϕ[i] with numbers 1, ..., kc ;
// note that kc ≤ k and kc ≤ l
// we will denote the j th agent in A with A[j]



guess an array choice su h that, for ea h i = 1, ..., c, q ∈ St, and j =
1, ..., kc , we have that choice[i][q][j] ∈ dϕ[i][j] (q), and for ea h q ′ ∈ St su h
that q ∼ϕ[i][j] q ′ we have choice[i][q][j] = choice[i][q ′ ][j];
// at this point, the optimal hoi es for all oalitions in ϕ are guessed
// note that the size of choice is O(nkl)
// by choice|i , we will denote the array choice with rows 1, ..., i − 1 removed



return eval5 (M, ϕ, choice);

fun tion

eval5 (M, ϕ, choice);
Returns the states in whi h ϕ holds, given hoi es for all the oalitions from
ϕ.
ase ϕ ∈ Π : return {q | ϕ ∈ π(q)};
ase ϕ = ¬ψ : return Q \ eval5 (M, ψ, choice);
ase ϕ = ψ1 ∨ ψ2 : return eval5 (M, ψ1 , choice) ∪ eval5(M, ψ2 , choice);
ase ϕ = hhAii fψ :
Q1 := pre5 (A, eval5 (M, ψ, choice|2 ), M, choice[1]);
return {q ∈ St | ∀a, q ′ . a ∈ A ∧ q ∼a q ′ ⇒ q ′ ∈ Q1 };
ase ϕ = hhAii2ψ : Q1 := St; Q2 := Q3 := eval5 (M, ψ, choice|2 );
while Q1 6⊆ Q2 do Q1 := Q1 ∩ Q2 ; Q2 := pre5 (A, Q1 , M, choice[1]) ∩ Q3
od;
return {q ∈ St | ∀a, q ′ . a ∈ A ∧ q ∼a q ′ ⇒ q ′ ∈ Q1 };
ase ϕ = hhAiiψ1 U ψ2 : c′ := the number of ooperation modalities in ψ1 ;
Q1
:=
∅;
Q2
:=
eval5 (M, ψ1 , choice|2 );
Q3
:=
eval5 (M, ψ2 , choice|c′ +2 );
while Q3 6⊆ Q1 do Q1 := Q1 ∪ Q3 ; Q3 := pre5 (A, Q1 , M, choice[1]) ∩ Q2
od;
return {q ∈ St | ∀a, q ′ . a ∈ A ∧ q ∼a q ′ ⇒ q ′ ∈ Q1 };

end ase
fun tion

pre5 (A, Q1 , M, thischoice);
Returns the set of states, for whi h the A's hoi es from thischoice enfor e
that the next state is in Q1 , regardless of what agents from Agt \ A do.

Q2 := ∅;

for ea h q ∈ St: if oracle5 (A, Q1 , M, thischoice, q) = yes then Q2 :=
Q2 ∪ {q} ;

return Q2 ;

Fig. 14

The model he king algorithm rened (main part).
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fun tion

oracle5 (A, Q1 , M, thischoice, q);
Returns yes if, and only if, the A's hoi es from thischoice in q enfor e that
the next state is in Q1 , regardless of what agents from Agt \ A do.

guess an array resp su h that, for ea h a ∈ Agt \ A, we have resp[a] ∈
d(a, q);
// at this point, the most dangerous response from the opposition is guessed
// note that the size of resp is O(k)



if

o(q, thischoice[q], resp) ∈ Q1

Fig. 15

then return yes else return no ;

The model he king algorithm rened: the ora le.

the middle part of the algorithm, we use an adaptation of the atl model
he king pro edure, whi h iterates over states of the system. This kind of
iterative solution is possible be ause

hh∅iiir ψ ≡ hh∅iiψ (although,
hhAiiir in general).

of

ourse,

the analogous property does not hold for

The detailed algorithm is shown in Figures 14 and 15. The pro edure is
very similar to the Positive atl model he king algorithm from Se tion 3.3.
Analogous

omplexity analysis applies: rst, the number of iterations within

one single

all of fun tion

O(n);

next, fun tion

pre

eval,

runs in

as well as the number of

O(n)

steps, in luding

alls to

pre,

is

alls to the ora le;

removing the states for whi h a member of the oalition an have any doubts
2
an be done in time O(n k); nally, eval is alled at most O(l) times. In
onsequen e, we get a nondeterministi
alls to an

NP

polynomial algorithm that makes

ora le.

Like for atl, the algorithm an be easily adapted to handle arbitrary
∆P
3 (strategies are guessed for ea h hhAiiir separately,
and not in advan e). Thus, we get the following.

atlir formulae in time

Theorem 11 Model

P
he king atlir formulae over i- gs is ∆3 - omplete
with respe t to the number of states, de isions and agents, and the length of
P
formulae. Model he king Positive atlir  is Σ2 - omplete.

6.5 Dis ussion
The result has been somewhat surprising to us, sin e it turns out that a ne

grained analysis puts

he king strategi

information in the same

omplexity

It is surprising be ause the rst

abilities of agents under imperfe t

lass as for perfe t information games.

ase appears to be stri tly harder than the

latter when we approa h it from a more distant perspe tive (i.e. when the
input parameters are less detailed).
Let us re all from Se tion 3 that the hardness of model
due to simultaneous a tions of agents, and
s enarios that

he king atl is

an be demonstrated even for

onsist of a single step. It turns out that restri ting agents'
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strategies to uniform strategies only does not in rease model
plexity enough to shift it to a higher
witnesses is the same in both

omplexity

he king

om-

lass. Even the size of

ases.

What is dierent then, that makes model

he king of atlir harder than

atl in relation to the number of transitions?
gs

Denitely not the number of transitions itself, be ause
as a spe ial

ase of

i-

turn-based stru tures
su h stru tures,

16

gs. Comparison of model

he king

an be seen

omplexity for

an give us a hint in this respe t. Note that, for

m = O(nd)

and we

an use the model

he king algorithms

from Se tion 6.2 and from [5℄ to model- he k formulae of atlir and atl,
respe tively.

Proposition 12 Model

P
he king atlir over turn-based i- gs is ∆2 - omplete
(NP- omplete for Positive atlir ), while model he king atl over turn-

based

gs

an be done deterministi ally in time

turn-based stru tures, the latter bound
The result

O(ndl). Sin e d ≤ n
O(n2 l).

an be generalised to systems in whi h only a xed (or

bounded) number of agents is a ting in ea h state; we propose to
su h systems semi-turn-based

ase of

gs.

Proposition 13 Model

he king atlir over semi-turn-based

omplete (NP- omplete for Positive atlir ), while model
semi-turn-based

all

on urrent game stru tures. Note that sys-

tems with a xed (or bounded) number of agents are a spe ial
semi-turn-based

for

an be repla ed by

gs

an be done deterministi ally in time

i-

gs is

∆P
2-

he king atl over
O(n2 l).

Moreover, the exhaustive model he king of atl formulae an be done in
O(ndk l), while, for atlir formulae, it an be done in O(ndkn l) steps.

time

hhAii2ϕ ≡ ϕ ∧ hhAii ghhAii2ϕ and hhAiiϕ U ψ ≡
g
ψ∨ϕ∧hhAii hhAiiϕ U ϕ in atl, whereas analogous xpoint hara terisations

This is due to the fa t that

do not hold for atlir modalities. Thus, su

essful atl strategies

an be

omputed in rementally, state by state. By ontrast, uniform strategies must
be

onsidered as a whole, whi h requires mu h more ba ktra king if we he k

the possibilities exhaustively.
Nevertheless, we believe that the results in this se tion indi ate that
agent logi s with imperfe t information might not be unfeasible. If atl formulae an be feasibly model- he ked then agents with imperfe t information
are not that far away. And there already exist running model- he kers for

atl [6, 1℄, based on obdd (Ordered Binary De ision Diagrams). Also, new
model he king te hniques, based on the idea of Unbounded Model Che king,
are under development [26℄.

16

I.e., stru tures in whi h at ea h state there is a single agent who de ides upon
the next transition; this an be modeled by requiring that d(a, q) is a singleton
for all but one agent.
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7 Con lusions
In this arti le, we dis ussed model he king omplexity for several variants of
alternating-time temporal logi

atl. We analyzed the

omplexity of model

he king for expli it models when the size of models is dened in terms
of states rather than transitions, and the number of agents is

onsidered a

parameter of the problem. Most importantly, we proved that the problem
is intra table for all studied variants of the logi . First of all, we showed
he king Positive atl (i.e., atl where the use of negation
P
on urrent game stru tures is Σ2 - omplete.

that model

is restri ted to literals) over

Moreover, for the previous semanti s based on alternating transition systems, the problem is only

NP-

omplete. Using our results, Laroussinie,

Markey and Oreiby proved subsequently in [29℄ that model he king of full
P
atl is ∆P
3 - omplete for gs and ∆2 - omplete for ats. All these results
suggest that using ats may have some advantage over
showed that atl model

he king over the broader

gs. Se ondly, we

lass of nondetermin-

alternating transition systems is still NP- omplete for the positive
∆P
2 - omplete in the general ase), and hen e the ats-based
semanti s might perhaps be used in a more onvenient way than until now.

isti

formulae (and

Finally, we proved that:
1. Model

he king atlir (i.e., atl with imperfe t information) is

∆P
2-

omplete in the number of transitions and the length of the formula
(therefore
2. Model

losing a gap in existing resear h);

he king Positive atlir  is

NP-

omplete in the number of tran-

sitions and the length of the formula;
P
3. Model he king atlir is ∆3 - omplete when the size of models is dened
in terms of states rather than transitions;
P
4. Model he king Positive atlir  is Σ2 - omplete in the same setting.
Thus,
same

he king strategi
omplexity

lass as

ability under imperfe t information falls in the
he king strategi

agents, when a more rened analysis is

ability for perfe t information
ondu ted  whi h we

onsider

somewhat surprising. We summarise the existing results on model

he king

atl-related logi s in Figure 7.
Additionally, we presented a truth-preserving translation of atl models
and formulae. The resulting models are always turn-based, whi h usually
means an exponential de rease in the number of transitions. As turn-based
alternating transition systems are very

lose to

tl models, as well as ex-

tensive form games with perfe t information, one may hope that some interesting te hniques

an be transferred from

tl model he king and/or game

theory this way. Moreover, our translation of models is independent from
the translation of formulae, whi h allows for pre- ompiling models when
one wants to

he k various properties of a parti ular multi-agent system.
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Fig. 16

Model he king omplexity: ompleteness results for various settings of
input parameters. Symbols n, k, m stand for the number od states, agents and
transitions in the expli it model, l is the length of the formula, and nlocal is the
number of lo al states in a on urrent program. P-ATL stands for Positive atl,
and P-ATLir for Positive atlir .
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